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About this Report
We prepare our sustainability reports in accordance with the g4 core 
level of the global Reporting initiative (gRi) sustainability Reporting 
guidelines. This report covers January 1 to December 31, 2016 and  
includes our management and performance for topics material to Capstone’s 
three operating mines in Canada, the US and Mexico. It also includes data 
from our Santo Domingo Project in Chile, where relevant. Because there is  
no activity on the Kutcho property, it is not covered in the performance section 
of this report. Exploration activities have a lighter footprint than development 
or operations; accordingly, exploration data is only included where relevant. 

The scope of this report includes the same entities as our annual financial 
statements:  

•	 Pinto	Valley	Mining	Corp.,	a	wholly	owned	US	subsidiary	that	owns	and	
operates	Pinto	Valley	Mine;	

•	 Capstone	Gold,	S.A.	de	C.V.,	a	wholly	owned	Mexican	subsidiary	that	 
owns and operates Cozamin Mine; 

•	 Minto	Explorations	Ltd.,	a	wholly	owned	Canadian	subsidiary	that	owns	
and operates Minto Mine;

•	 Minera	Santo	Domingo	SCM,	a	70%	owned	Chilean	subsidiary	that	 
holds the Santo Domingo Project; and

•	 Capstone	Mining	Chile	SpA,	a	wholly	owned	Chilean	subsidiary	 
performing exploration in Chile. 

Our operations personnel played a significant role in preparing this report, 
including data collection and compilation of site-specific information 
and perspectives. The site management teams participated in materiality 
assessment workshops. This 2016 report has not been externally assured. 
However, we completed a detailed internal review of the report, including 
review	by	operations	managers	and	the	senior	management	team.	All	dollar	
values are reported in US dollars unless otherwise specified. 
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Sustainable Thinking: InnovATIon is our third sustainability report. This year’s 
theme captures how we are working to develop a culture where new ideas lead to meaningful 
change in the way we think, work and plan for the future. This report evaluates our 2016 
performance in the material topics that matter most to our stakeholders and to our business. 
Our goal with this report is to communicate our sustainability improvements, challenges and 
performance to our stakeholders, most notably our local communities and employees. 

capstone mining corp. 2016 performance HigHLigHts

 Achieved   not Achieved

mAterIAl topIc 2016 objectIve reSultS   
health and Safety  15% reduction in Lost Time Incident   0.59 LTIFR  
 Frequency Rate (LTIFR) <0.47
 15% reduction of 2015 Total Reportable   Frequency Rate of 1.92 met target; however,  
 Incident Frequency Rate (TRIFR) <1.98  there was a fatality at Cozamin in 2016 

environmental compliance and permitting  15% improvement in reportable incidents (<4)   4 reportable incidents
 15% improvement in non-reportable incidents (<126)  104 non-reportable incidents (29% improvement)

mining Waste Complete an internal audit to measure compliance   Developed internal audit program and conducted 
 and make recommendations for improvement  pilot audit of Cozamin tailings management system 
    
    

energy  Complete an internal audit to measure compliance  Developed internal audit program and conducted 
 and make recommendations for improvement  pilot of Cozamin energy management system

employment  Roll out the Capstone Leader program   Detailed plan built and development started   
   for Capstone Leader training program
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CEo Message
What a difference a year makes. 2016 started as  
another challenging year for the commodity sec-
tor with copper prices at record lows. We found 
ourselves in critical need of reducing operat-
ing costs and identifying efficiencies to endure 
through the trough of this copper cycle. This led 
our operating teams to identify some inspired 
and creative solutions to change processes and 
practices. “Innovation” captures how new ideas 
lead to meaningful change in the way we think, 
work and plan for the future.

innovative team solutions 

Our teams introduced several innovative solu-
tions across the organization to improve safety, 
culture and energy performance. We are seeing 
improvement in areas of our sustainability perfor-
mance	such	as	a	35%	reduction	in	non-reportable	
environmental	incidents	since	2014,	and	3%	and	
5%	reductions	respectively	in	overall	energy	and	
greenhouse gas intensity since 2015. Our total 
reportable incident frequency for safety incidents 
decreased	by	17%	over	2015,	and	by	21%	since	
we started tracking consolidated rates in 2014. 

Innovative thinking at our operations also  
supported record production and reduced costs  

in	2016.	Notably,	Pinto	Valley	implemented	a	 
number of process improvements to achieve  
record mill throughput. In addition, Minto  
optimized plans to reduce mining costs and delay 
plans	for	temporary	closure.	At	current	copper	
prices, we anticipate the continuation of operations 
at Minto until mid-2020, subject to permitting  
and	regulatory	approvals.	Lastly,	although	Cozamin	
was challenged by shortfalls in mine development 
in 2015 and 2016, we placed a strong focus on  
process improvements that put the development 
back on track by year-end. Strong operating  
performance is important to ensure sustainable  
operations that continue to generate economic 
value in the regions where we operate.  

Visible safety leadership

One of our corporate values is ”Work Responsibly,” 
and it is fundamental to our business and culture  
at Capstone. We were deeply saddened by the  
loss of a colleague at the Cozamin Mine in  
October 2016. Our Chief Operating Officer,  
Gregg	Bush,	offers	a	reflection	on	what	we	have	
learned	(see	page	4).	As	we	look	to	improve	 
our safety performance, we have broadened  
our approach to measurement and accountability.  
We have increased the weighting of safety perfor-
mance	on	our	2017	corporate	scorecard	and	are	
introducing site-specific leading indicators focused 
on visible safety leadership. Our belief is that we 
all have the ability and responsibility to be safety 
leaders, at every level of the organization. 

site-based approach to Materiality

We continued to build out our approach to sustain-
able performance and integrate sustainability.  
In 2016, we introduced materiality assessments  
into our site-level strategic business planning and  
budgeting process. We also engaged stakeholders 
in our materiality process by interviewing partici-
pants	from	Yukon,	Mexico	and	Arizona	to	gather	
views on local priorities. This site-based approach  

to materiality allows us to be more responsive to  
local needs and focus our resources where they  
will make the most difference. 

Evolving global sustainability issues and stakehold-
er	concerns	are	increasingly	influencing	manage-
ment practices, both across the mining industry  
and locally at our operations. Water availability  
is a global issue relevant to us in arid regions like  
Arizona,	Mexico	and	Chile.	Responding	to	emerg-
ing sustainability risks drives us towards meaningful 
change, such as adopting and understanding the 
effectiveness of water conservation and efficiency 
practices. To learn about an innovative technical 
change	in	how	Pinto	Valley	manages	tailings	that	
helps improve water recovery, see page 22. 

In	2017,	we	will	continue	to	nurture	innovation.	
Building on new programs for leading indicators 
and visible safety leadership, we are targeting a 
15%	improvement	in	our	health	and	safety	and	
environmental performance metrics. In line with 
our values, we will also be evolving our program to 
develop the leadership potential of our workforce. 

Sustainability reporting is now a well-embedded 
practice	at	Capstone.	Looking	ahead,	we	will	 
continue to ask ourselves how we can keep  
improving our business and managing our impacts, 
embracing innovation as a driving force for continu-
ous improvement in our sustainability performance. 

Yours truly, 

Darren Pylot  
President & CEO and Director
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About Capstone 
Capstone Mining Corp. is a Canadian base metals  
mining company headquartered in British Columbia, 
Canada, engaged in the production, development  
and exploration of base metals, with a focus on copper.

We have three producing copper mines that are  
100%	owned	and	operated:	Pinto	Valley	Mine	in	 
Arizona,	US;	Cozamin	Mine	in	Zacatecas,	Mexico;	 
and Minto Mine located in Yukon, Canada. Capstone  
has two development projects: the Santo Domingo  
Project	in	Region	III,	Chile,	which	is	70%	owned	in	
partnership with Korea Resources Corporation (KORES); 
and	the	100%	owned	Kutcho	Project	in	British	Columbia,	
Canada. In addition to ongoing exploration at our existing 
operations, Capstone is conducting early stage base  
metal exploration activities, presently focused in Chile. 

Our primary product is copper, with base metal  
by-products of zinc, lead and molybdenum, as well  
as precious metal by-products of silver and gold.  
The primary markets for our copper concentrate are  
smelters	and	refineries	in	Asia	and	the	US.	At	the	end	 
of	2016,	Capstone	had	1,719	employees	and	contractors 
located in Canada, the US, Mexico and Chile.

Capstone is a publicly traded company listed on  
the toronto stock exchange.	GRM	Investments	Ltd.	 
is	our	largest	shareholder,	holding	a	13.6%	interest.	

For financial information, please refer to the financial statements on our  
website: capstonemining.com/investors/financial-reporting/default.aspx

 2016 2015 2014

pinto valley 

Copper in concentrate and cathode 68,900 60,400 65,100

cozamin 

Copper in concentrate 14,300 15,700 19,800

minto 

Copper in concentrate 31,400 16,500 18,400

total copper production 114,600 92,600 103,300

2016 copper production (tonnes)

  Operating mines

  Development projects

Capstone’s 2016 revenue increase over 
2015 was driven by higher volumes of 
copper sold, partially offset by lower 
realized copper prices.

 2016 2015 2014

for the year ended december 31

Copper sold (tonnes) 110,450  87,521 103,901

Realized copper price/lb ($US) $2.27 $2.35 $3.03

Revenue ($US millions) $529.4 $420.5 $656.0

As at december 31

Cash ($US millions) $130.4 $101.6 $150.1

Long-term debt ($US millions) $324.9  $342.9 $273.4 
Total equity ($US millions) $818.6 $1,009.0 $1,277.2

2016 financiaL summary

http://capstonemining.com/investors/financial-reporting/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/financial-reporting/default.aspx
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FRoM ThE ChIEF opERATIng oFFICER

Making Safety personal
Mining is an industry fraught with potential  
hazards, so we go to great lengths to identify and 
manage our risks with multiple layers of protection. 
The layers of protection we put in place to guard 
against serious accidents include training, job 
hazard assessments, personal safety equipment  
and risk management. These processes are all 
grounded in human performance, and therefore 
subject	to	error	in	design	and	execution.	After	
reflecting	on	the	tragic	fatality	last	year	at	 
Cozamin, we are actively developing personal 
safety leadership as one of the most critical  
skills of our workforce, building on our focus  
last year to “make safety personal.”

In 2016 our leadership team introduced an 
inaugural	Day	of	Reflection	to	remember	workers	
injured or lost on the job, and reset our focus on 
safety. I recorded a personal video message as part 
of a larger presentation that was shared by site 
leaders to prompt discussion about our personal 
motivation for working safely every day. Our sites 
were innovative in their approach to delivering 
this message, from facilitating small group 

illustrating personal responsibility for safety:  
Winning colouring contest entry by Ashton Dillon,  
son of Dwaleen Dillon from our Pinto valley Mine.  

presentations to broadcasting the message  
over	a	radio	channel.	A	meaningful	example	 
of how our sites built on this momentum was 
Pinto	Valley’s	colouring	contest	for	employees’	
children, to illustrate the importance of their 
parents taking personal responsibility for their 
safety at work (one of the winning entries  
is shown below).

This year we are broadening the way we  
measure safety performance by introducing  
site-specific leading indicators with a strong  
focus on visible safety leadership. These 
indicators are designed to encourage more 
personal interaction between our managers, 
supervisors and employees; and reinforce the 
behaviours	that	reflect	our	values.	It	is	our	intent	
to embed the concept that the real reward for 
working safely is not a lower incident rate, but 
the continued enjoyment of our health and the 
people we value in our personal lives.

Gregg	Bush 
Chief Operating Officer

our Core values
Capstone’s business philosophy is based on  
a commitment to responsible mining and 
business ethics. Our core values serve as the 
foundation for building unique work cultures at 
each operation, inspiring transformation such as 
the I Am Pinto Valley campaign in 2016. Our  
values guide everything we do:

•	 always accountable: We take ownership for 
ourselves, and our work. We “do the right 
thing” for the business and our stakeholders.

•	 execute with excellence: We measure our 
performance and strive to excel at every level.

•	 Deliver Results: We make decisions and are 
responsible for our outcomes. We work openly 
and effectively with each other, leveraging the 
strength of the team.

•	 Work Responsibly: Safety is non-negotiable.  
It ensures the well-being of our people and  
our business.

Our Values and ethics – Code of Conduct  
Policy (“Code of Conduct”) sets the standard 
for business ethics, financial practice, health 
and safety and environment. Our Code of 
Conduct outlines an official complaint procedure. 
We also have a Fraud Reporting and Investigation 
(Whistleblower) Policy in place to ensure there are 
multiple avenues for employees to raise concerns 
or	report	incidents.	All	new	employees	review	and	
sign the Code of Conduct. It is signed off annually 
by directors, executives and employees and is 
available	in	English	and	Spanish.	Our	Anti-Bribery	
Policy complements our Code of Conduct with 
additional guidance on compliance with applicable  
anti-bribery and corruption laws and regulations.

4
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We are building out the sustainable performance pillar 
of our corporate strategy to embed sustainability as 
a business practice. Since defining our commitment 
to sustainability in 2014, we have learned that while 
the commitment starts at the top with our Board of 
Directors, integrating sustainability into our culture  
is a journey that requires ongoing focus.

Our Environment, Health, Safety and Sustainability 
(EHS&S) Policy is our commitment to sustainable 
performance. It is the basis for our decisions  
related to environmental, health and safety, and  
social	performance.	We	use	the	Mining	Association	 
of Canada’s Towards Sustainable Mining1 protocols  
for tailings management, energy management,  
health and safety, and stakeholder engagement 
as	best	practice	in	these	areas.	Growing	our	
understanding of trends and best practices at  
the organizational and industry level allows us to  
develop standards in places that add the most  
value for our operations.

These corporate-level commitments set the stage  
for our operations to integrate sustainability. For  
us, this process starts on the ground where our  

teams have the local expertise and perspective  
to make changes where they matter the most. In 
2016 we added a sustainability lens to site-level 
business plans by incorporating the outcomes of 
site-level materiality assessments into business 
planning. Strategic business plans translate to  
team and individual level objectives, so are the  
most direct link between sustainability objectives  
and performance. Health and safety is an example 
of a material topic where we are well-practiced 
in setting targets to measure and improve our 
performance.	In	2017	we	will	work	to	identify	
additional focus areas where our operations can  
set meaningful longer-term performance objectives. 

 1 mining.ca/towards-sustainable-mining

Our approach to sustainability
Our approach to sustainability is to integrate management 
and continuous improvement of our most material topics 
into our existing business process. We have a well-defined 
corporate strategy built on three strategic objectives:

1) operational performance 

2) strategic initiatives 

3) sustainable performance

capstone’s values are central to our integrated 
approach to sustainable performance.

Minto

view of Pinto valley open pit, Arizona, US

SuStAInAble performAnce                StrAteGIc InItIAtIveS                operAtIonAl p
er

fo
rm

An
ce

http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Overview/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Overview/default.aspx
http://mining.ca/towards-sustainable-mining
http://mining.ca/towards-sustainable-mining
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governance 
Capstone’s Board of Directors has eight members– 
seven are independent and the eighth is our Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO). Through our Diversity 
Policy we recognize and champion diversity to 
ensure a broad range of perspectives, experience 
and expertise required to achieve our objectives  
and deliver results. The policy promotes diversity 
in our Board of Directors and senior management 
team, and sets out objectives to promote diversity 
across Capstone. 

A	total	of	11%	of	our	Board	of	Directors	and	50%	 
of senior management direct reports to the CEO  
are women. Capstone’s Board committees2 include:

•	 Technical,	Health,	Environmental,	Safety	 
and Sustainability (THES&S) Committee;

•	 Audit	Committee;

•	 Corporate	Governance	and	Nominating	
Committee; and

•	 Human	Resources	and	Compensation	
Committee.

The THES&S Committee has oversight of  
Capstone’s EHS&S Policy and meets at least  
quarterly.	Accountability	for	ensuring	our	operations	
comply with sustainability requirements rests with 
the	Senior	Vice	President	&	Chief	Operating	Officer	
(SVP	&	COO).	As	sustainable	performance	is	largely	
site	driven	at	Capstone,	our	mine	General	Managers	 
are responsible for overseeing day-to-day activities 
and implementing continuous improvement at  
our operations.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CEO

SVP & COO

GEnERAL MAnAGERS VP LEGAL RISK & GOVERnAnCE

SVP EXPLORATIOn 

THES & S COMMITTEE

capstone’s eHs&s governance modeL

FROM the ChaiRMan

Integrated governance
In 2016, the former Technical Committee  
was combined with the Environmental,  
Health, Safety and Sustainability Committee 
to form one committee. The new Technical, 
Health, Environmental, Safety and Sustain-
ability (THES&S) Committee will review 
all of these aspects together, signalling 
progress in the integration of sustainability 
across our organization. We believe this 
change strengthens our board oversight and 
commitment to sustainable performance–
demonstrating that sustainability isn’t a 
separate body of work, but is rooted in the 
work we do every day.

George	Brack 
Chairman of the Board

2 See our 2016 Information Circular for more information about our Directors and Board 
Committees (http://capstonemining.com/investors/proxy-materials/default.aspx).

Risk Management 
Capstone follows an enterprise risk management 
framework based on ISO 31000 to identify, evaluate 
and manage risks. Risk management is a required 
business practice linked to strategy, business 
objectives and decision making. We identify financial, 
operational, environmental, health and safety, and 
social risks, then evaluate the inherent risk of an 
activity and the mitigation required. 

We enhanced our process in 2016 by adding another 
criteria, risk velocity, which considers how quickly a 
risk may affect the organization. Risk assessments 
are updated by operations and management before 
being reported to the Board of Directors each 
quarter.	A	cross-functional	corporate	risk	committee	
prioritizes key risks, develops mitigation strategies 
and escalates significant issues for resolution more 
frequently if required. 

Our materiality process is closely aligned with 
risk management, in that our materiality analysis 
incorporates the results of operations and corporate 
risk assessments. 

http://capstonemining.com/company/corporate-governance/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/company/corporate-governance/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/proxy-materials/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/proxy-materials/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Overview/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Overview/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/proxy-materials/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/proxy-materials/default.aspx
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Stakeholder Engagement 
Stakeholder engagement underpins our  
approach to sustainable thinking. It provides 
valuable feedback to help us understand and 
address emerging concerns, areas of sensitivity, 
community perceptions and local traditions. 

Regular engagement is part of our daily activities 
and typically involves many different roles. We  
have an internal stakeholder engagement standard 
to support a consistent and systematic approach. 

Based on industry best practice, it considers  
project stage, local conditions and cultural context 
and includes the following components:

•	 Identify	and	analyze	stakeholders	to	 
understand who may be interested in or  
affected by an operation or project, the level  
of interest and how to engage;

•	 Develop	and	execute	an	engagement	plan;

•	 Establish	a	community	response	mechanism	 
to receive, investigate and resolve concerns  
or complaints from external stakeholders; and

•	 Conduct	an	annual	review	to	ensure	 
effectiveness of engagement activities.  

Our operations have site-specific engagement  
approaches and in 2016 our sites completed  
formal gap assessments of their site-specific 
practices against the internal standard.

Stakeholder input, gathered through a range of 
approaches, is also an important component  
of our sustainability reporting. In 2015 we invited 
feedback at the corporate level on our Capstone 
materiality matrix and first sustainability report.  
In 2016 we focused our efforts locally by 
interviewing stakeholders from each operating  
area	(Yukon,	Zacatecas	and	Globe-Miami).	

We invited a diverse group of participants  
representing local government, local business, 
community education and health, regulatory,  
local environmental, Indigenous and Ejido interests. 
A	total	of	17	phone	interviews	were	conducted	
by independent, third-party consultants to ensure 
interview details were confidential and participants 
felt free to speak candidly. Interviewees shared 
their views on the relative priority of material topics 
from the stakeholder perspective determined by 
each of our sites. 

The	results	were	shared	with	our	General	Managers	
who considered the feedback prior to finalizing 
each site-specific materiality matrix. While the  
number of participants was small, the process 
helped us identify several common themes and 
built our local capacity for stakeholder engage-
ment. We are very appreciative to our interview 
participants for their input.

Interview results told us that our site prioritizations were comprehensive  
and representative of local views. Water was ranked high for all sites.  
Community involvement by our sites, in terms of participating in community  
life, was important to participants.  

Minto Mine, Yukon, canada
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We asked stakeholders what the “sustainable performance” pillar of our strategy  
means to them. Half of the participants mentioned, unprompted, all three dimensions 
of sustainability: social, environmental and economic. At Cozamin, socio-economic 
interpretations prevail – creating employment and helping families.

capstone’s stakeHoLder groups

stakeHoLder group WHo tHey are  HoW We engage stakeHoLder interests or concerns

local communities Communities that may be economically, socially In-person meetings, phone and written communication,  •  Local training, employment and procurement opportunities 
 or environmentally impacted by our operations newsletters, site tours, community events, job fairs,  •  Environmental management and mitigation measures 
 and projects surveys, interviews •  Community investment
   •  Operation viability in low market conditions and possibility  
    of temporary or permanent closure
employees and contractors Hourly, salary, union and non-union employees  newsletters, electronic surveys, intranet, town halls,  • Training and career opportunities, leadership  
 and full-time contractors regularly on site performing meetings, phone and written communication • Working conditions  
 core business functions  • Compensation, health benefits and job security related  
    to operation longevity 
Governments Local, regional and national government bodies  In-person meetings, phone and written communication, • Environmental permits and compliance 
 responsible for implementing related legislation or site visits, and regulatory inspections • Health and safety practices and compliance 
 with mandated interest in our operations and projects  • Local opportunities for economic development
Indigenous Groups Self-determined and/or as identified by national or In-person meetings, verbal and written correspondence,  • Local employment and procurement opportunities
 international legislation and standards newsletters, site tours, community events, job fairs • Environmental management and mitigation measures 
   • Water quality 
   • Closure
   • Socio-economic impacts
non-Government organizations Local level groups focused on community, health Verbal and written correspondence, meetings • Advocacy for community, health or environmental interests
 or environmental interests  
Shareholders and Individuals or entities with interest in Capstone’s News releases, conference calls, written  • Corporate strategy and future prospects 
potential Investors financial and operational performance and verbal communication, one-on-one and • Financial and operational performance 
  group meetings, annual general meeting • Areas of investment risk
unions Pinto Valley only In-person meetings, phone and written communication • Re-negotiation of collective agreement 
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Materiality 
Materiality indicates the significance of 
sustainability topics to our stakeholders and  
our business. We completed our third materiality 
assessment in 2016 and improved our process 
by integrating the results as part of our annual 
strategic business planning, and incorporating 
stakeholder feedback at the local level. 

Materiality Process
Our	process	is	based	on	GRI	guidance	and	
includes identifying, prioritizing and validating 
material topics from both a business and 
stakeholder perspective. We use a combination  
of quantitative (i.e. risk rankings) and qualitative 
(i.e. management perspectives, direct stakeholder 
feedback) inputs in our process. We completed 
the initial identification stage at head office with  
a desktop analysis. 

Further identification and prioritization takes 
place at each operation when local management 
teams review the previous year’s matrix and 
adjust	the	materiality	rankings	to	reflect	local	
business and stakeholder priorities. We consider 
operational changes, emerging risks and external 
circumstances. This year we added views from 
local stakeholders on local sustainability priorities. 
This results in a unique materiality matrix for each 
operation, which is then used in site-level business 
planning. Site-level focus is a strength of our 
materiality process.

We then consolidate the results for validation by  
our	senior	management	team.	At	the	corporate	
level, we consider risks, peer and industry 
priorities and global trends. The 2016 materiality 
analysis was limited to assessment of topics 
relevant within Capstone. 

Materiality Results
The site and corporate level matrices help us  
build our understanding of local and global 
priorities and trends over time. We have learned 
that certain topics are more material at the 
corporate level to meet general expectations for  
a solid foundation in governance and business 
ethics	(e.g.	Anti-corruption	and	Compliance	with	
Laws	and	Standards).	

local highlights
Certain topics are fundamental to mining 
operations and are highly significant to both 
Capstone and local stakeholders across our sites. 
These include Health and Safety, Environmental 
Compliance and Permitting, Economic Impacts  
and Mining Waste. There are some notable 
highlights that give more insight into our local 
operating	context.	At	the	site	level,	we	consider	our	
local stakeholders to be employees, contractors, 
unions, communities and governments. 

Pinto Valley: After	Health	and	Safety,	Water	is	the	
most	significant	topic	on	the	Pinto	Valley	matrix,	
followed	by	Labour-Management	Relations	and	
Training and Development. We considered local 
stakeholder feedback and increased Indigenous 
Relations to a moderate level of significance, 
considering the increased regional and national 
desire for Indigenous recognition in the resource 
development process. 

Cozamin: Cozamin’s relationship with Ejidos, as 
land owners, is a locally significant topic. Security 
Practices	and	Anti-corruption	are	more	significant	
overall for Cozamin than at our other operations. 
Closure Planning is also relevant given Cozamin’s 
close proximity to neighbouring communities and 

former operating mines, and evolving regulatory 
requirements for closure. 

Minto: Given	Minto’s	relationship	with	Selkirk	First	
Nation, Indigenous Relations is one of the most 
significant topics, and underscores many others. 
Interest in Closure Planning is significant, with the 
relatively short mine life remaining. Water quality 
and the geotechnical stability of site infrastructure 
are locally relevant aspects of Mining Waste that 
are important considerations in Closure Planning. 

Our materiality process is site-driven. Sites do most of the 
work as an input to their business planning and results are 
consolidated to produce Capstone’s materiality matrix.

cozamin Mine, Zacatecas, Mexico
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materiaL 
 A Health and Safety
 B Environmental Compliance and Permitting
 C Mining Waste
 D Water
 E Energy
 F Community Impacts
 G Employment 
 H Economic Impacts
 I Air Quality 
 J Training and Development 
 K Closure Planning

WatcHList
 L Labour/Management Relations
 M Emergency Preparedness
 n Compliance with Laws and Standards
 O Anti-corruption
 P Biodiversity  

otHer 
 Q Procurement Practices
 R Lobbying and Advocacy
 S Indigenous Relations
 T Diversity and Equal Opportunity
 U Security Practices
 V Materials Stewardship
 W Transport 
 X Human Rights Management
 Y Artisanal and Small-scale Mining

  Increasing materiality in 2016    
  Decreasing materiality in 2016
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CaPstOne 2016 MateRiality MatRix 

Key changes from 2015 include the addition of Closure Planning, and Training 
and	Development,	to	the	Material	topics	list.	Compliance	with	Laws	and	
Standards moved to the Watchlist based on the outcomes of our site assessments 
and what we heard from local stakeholders. Indigenous Relations increased in 
significance for Capstone; while it has always been considered highly significant 
for Minto, there is greater awareness of its importance for the organization as a 
whole. We defined the thresholds for our 2016 material topics to be consistent 
with	2015.	Coverage	in	this	report	reflects	the	degree	of	materiality 	– 	the	Material	
list includes our management approach and performance data and the Watchlist 
describes our management approach. 
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The primary activities at a mining operation are the extraction 
and processing of raw materials, which require a supply chain 
of organizations, people, information and resources to move 
products to market. 

Capstone’s supply chain includes a broad range of products 
and services, which differ slightly at each operation. Supplies 
and services include fuel and energy; processing and extraction 
materials (explosives, reagents, etc.); heavy equipment and light 
vehicles; transportation for supplies, people and products; and, 
at our remote Minto Mine, contract mining and camp services. 
Where required, we engage contractors to provide us with 
design, engineering and specialized operating expertise. There 
were no significant changes in our supply chain during 2016.

3  For additional information, including project history, see the Operations section of our website and the 2016 Annual 
Information Form available at capstonemining.com.

completed Minto north pit, Minto Mine, Yukon, canada   Source: Yukon government

Our Operations  
 and Projects
This section provides an overview of our operating 
mines and development projects3. Consolidated 
performance data for material sustainability topics is 
covered in the 2016 Report on Performance section.

http://capstonemining.com/operations/operations-overview/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/annual-information-forms/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/annual-information-forms/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/operations/operations-overview/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/operations/operations-overview/default.aspx
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2016 snapshot 
Following completion of the pre-feasibility study  
in early 2016, which more than doubled the  
remaining mine life and increases mill throughput 
(PV3),	Pinto	Valley	laid	the	groundwork	to	apply	 
for required permits (see the Environmental  
Compliance and Permitting section) and to  
continue with the pit expansion. 

Pinto	Valley	achieved	record	throughput	in	2016,	
capitalizing on process improvements throughout 
the	operation.	Actions	to	increase	efficiency	were	
built on a cultural shift sparked by the I Am Pinto 
Valley campaign. 

pinto valley Mine, Arizona, US

OPeRatiOnal FaCts

local Communities 
There	is	a	long	mining	history	in	the	Globe-Miami	
area, with several former and current operating 
mines	near	Pinto	Valley.	Pinto	Valley	is	near	 
established communities and supports the local  
economy by engaging local suppliers and contrac-
tors, providing opportunities for local hiring and 
supporting community infrastructure.

Pinto	Valley	participates	in	the	community	by	
regularly sponsoring local causes and charities, 
and interacting with local community groups. 
Employees participate in local volunteer activities 
as an additional way to support the community. 
Pinto	Valley	collaborates	with	a	group	of	local	
businesses to support larger-scale, longer-term 
community development projects in the area.

location Arizona, US
type of mine  Open pit
mill throughput 56,200 tonnes/day
product shipment Truck transport for all copper domestically  
 and to Port of Guaymas, Mexico for export 
mine life remaining 22 years
Workforce 638 (including contractors)
Access Accessible from a public highway;    
 workforce commutes to site daily
closest communities Miami (10 km; pop. 1,800); Globe (18 km, pop. 7,500);  
 Greater Globe-Miami area (pop. 19,000, many outside  
 municipal limits); Claypool (12 km, pop.1,500)
climate Semi-arid

Pinto Valley is our largest producing mine, providing 60% of Capstone’s copper 
production in 2016. In addition to open pit mining and milling infrastructure, the 
operation has a heap leach facility and associated solvent extraction and electrowinning 
(SX/EW) plant to process low-grade ore into copper cathode. In 2016, cathode production 
was 3% of total copper production and is being reduced in preparation for phasing out 
the facility as the heap leach area will be used in the future for a new waste dump. 
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Flagstaff

tucson

Superior Miami

San Manuel

Mexico
GULF OF 

CALIFORNIA

pinto VALLeY

ArizonA, US
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40
40
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claypool

builDing CaPstOne CultuRe

In	2016,	Pinto	Valley	launched	the	I Am  
Pinto Valley campaign, designed to build  
on the cultural shift that began when 
Capstone purchased the property in 2013.  
The campaign is intended to create a 
new identity from which each person can 
demonstrate their integral role in the success  
of the operation. The I Am Pinto Valley  
identity includes seven principles that capture 
what it means to be part of a winning team: 

I am safe;  
I am proud;  
I am responsible;  
I am productive;  
I am the owner of our future;  
I am the key to our success;  
I am Pinto Valley. 

The new identity is being integrated in a 
number of ways, including the distribution of 
branded items, events to celebrate success 
and newsletter recognition for jobs well done.
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location Zacatecas, Mexico
type of mine  Underground
mill throughput 2,700 tonnes/day
product shipment Concentrate trucked to port of Manzanillo, Mexico
mine life remaining 4 years
Workforce 815 (including contractors)
Access Accessible from a public highway; workforce commutes to site daily
closest communities Hacienda nueva (3 km, pop. 3,400); Zacatecas City (3.6 km,  
 pop. 138,200); Morelos (5 km, pop. 11,500); Veta Grande (5 km,  
 pop. 9,400 ); Guadalupe (15 km, pop. 160,000) 
climate Semi-arid

Cozamin Mine, Zacatecas, Mexico

2016 snapshot
Cozamin emphasized achieving and maintaining 
efficiency in routine operations. They also 
adapted practices to help address a shortfall in 
mine development by implementing a process 
improvement program called Cobre Seguro or  
Safe Copper. The initiative, based on a “plan, do, 
check, act” approach, included design of new 
management practices with regular audits across 
different areas – mine, mill, maintenance, technical 
services, contractor management, and health and 
safety. It was instrumental in getting development 
back on track by year-end. 

Cozamin was once recognized again by the 
Mexican	Labour	and	Welfare	Secretariat	as	an	
Inclusive Company and, for the sixth year, as a 
socially responsible company (Empresa Socialmente 
Responsable) by the Mexican Centre for Philanthropy.

Cozamin is an underground mine with a surface milling facility. Brownfield exploration is ongoing at  
the mine, targeting additional copper resources and evaluating zinc production potential that could 
extend the mine life. 

local Communities
The Zacatecas region has a strong mining 
tradition, positioning the Cozamin Mine 
within a community both knowledgeable and 
skilled in mining. This area has well-developed 
infrastructure including schools, hospitals, 
utilities, government agencies, and major  
mining suppliers and contractors. 

Cozamin is very close to neighbouring 
communities and some mine infrastructure is 
located	in	the	Hacienda	Nueva	and	La	Pimienta	
Ejidos. Regular meetings between Cozamin 
management and Ejidal leadership and regular 
social programs to support the community 
are key methods of communication. Cozamin 
focuses on local hiring, training opportunities 
and engaging employees and their families.

PROCess iMPROVeMent

In 2016 the metallurgy team at Cozamin 
took an innovative approach to process 
improvement in an effort to achieve more 
sustainable operations. The team tested 
different chemical schemes and new 
technologies throughout the year aimed 
at enhancing recoveries in the mill while 
reducing our environmental footprint. 
The research trials resulted in a notable 
increase in copper and silver recoveries 
while reducing the consumption of 
cyanide in the milling process, and 
provided valuable insight for improving 
the zinc recovery process going forward.

OPeRatiOnal FaCts
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2016 snapshot
Minto	operates	under	a	Quartz	Mining	Licence	
(QML)	and	a	Water	Use	Licence4 which permit 
mining of the remaining reserves on the property, 
though	specific	QML	approvals	are	required	prior	
to mining each area. Minto identified opportunities 
to extend underground and surface operations 
beyond the end of 2016 and defer temporary care 
and maintenance. 

The Minto North pit was completed in September 
as	planned,	and	mining	the	Area	2	Stage	3	(A2S3)	
pit	started	in	early	2017.	Two	key	drivers	in	the	
decision	to	mine	A2S3	were	the	opportunity	
to extend the mine life and the availability of 
A2S3	overburden	material	as	topsoil	cover	for	
progressive reclamation of other mine structures 
(see the Closure Planning section). 

local Communities 
Yukon has a long mining history and is one of 
the most sparsely populated jurisdictions in 
Canada. The operation is situated on land owned 
by Selkirk First Nation (SFN). There is minimal 
local infrastructure to support the mine, with the 
exception of grid power and public highway  
access to the barge landing on the Yukon River. 
Minto lies closest to Pelly Crossing, the  
community where SFN is based. 

Minto and SFN have executed a Cooperation 
Agreement	that	guides	all	interactions.	
Communication and information sharing is 
facilitated by meetings between SFN and  
Capstone leadership, community meetings and  
a Minto community liaison based in Pelly Crossing. 
Minto provides cultural awareness training and 

OPeRatiOnal FaCts

Minto Mine, Yukon, Canada

educates employees and contractors on the 
relationship, including SFN’s role as landowner. 

Minto focuses on local hiring and procurement and 
participates in local organizations and initiatives 
such as the Yukon Hospital Foundation, the Centre 
for Northern Innovation in Mining (CNIM) and the 
Yukon Mining Research Consortium (YMRC), both 
through Yukon College and aimed at conducting 
applied research for industry challenges in the 
north.	As	an	active	member	of	the	YMRC,	in	2016	
Minto made a presentation on mine reclamation 
and environmental monitoring basics to students  
in Pelly Crossing.

4  Information on Minto permits is available in public registries maintained by Yukon Energy 
Mines and Resources emr.gov.yk.ca and the Yukon Water Board yukonwaterboard.ca   

OPtiMiZing lOng-teRM OPeRatiOns

Minto took a progressive approach to 
optimizing operations in 2016, focused  
on improving ore recovery and reducing 
costs. In the underground, they refined 
geological interpretation of ore and waste 
in the resource model and conducted 
additional geotechnical assessments. 
The team innovated mining methods 
in	the	Area	2	underground	by	utilizing	
a wider stope design and a higher 
extraction ratio to reduce development 
and increase recovery. For surface mining, 
they minimized stripping by removing 
the original ramp and adding an access 
through	the	completed	Area	2	Stage	2	
pit. Cost savings were also realized from 
strategic scheduling of long and short  
hauls from the pit.

Minto is an open pit and underground mine with a surface milling facility. It is a remote 
camp-based operation accessible by ground from a public highway and, depending on 
the time of year, via barge or ice bridge across the Yukon River to the mine access road. 
Employees and contractors commute to the site by bus (or airplane during spring and fall 
seasons when the river is freezing or thawing), typically on a 2-week-in, 2-week-out rotation. 

location Yukon, Canada

type of mine  Open pit / underground

mill throughput 4,100 tonnes/day

product shipment Concentrate trucked to Skagway port in Alaska 

remaining mine life 4 years

Workforce 201 (including contractors)

Access By air and ground transportation; workforce on rotation   
 and stays on site in camp facilities

closest communities Pelly Crossing (35 km, pop. 300); Carmacks (75 km,   
 pop. 500); Whitehorse (240 km, pop. 28,000) 

climate Sub-arctic, seasonal temperature variations include short  
 summers and long, cold winters with extreme temperatures

http://emr.gov.yk.ca/
http://emr.gov.yk.ca/
http://emr.gov.yk.ca/
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2016 snapshot
In 2014 a Santo Domingo Project Feasibility  
Study was completed. We received approval of  
the	Environmental	Impact	Assessment	in	July	2015.	
The project was suspended in September 2015 
because of low commodity prices. Ongoing field 
activities include air and water quality monitoring  
to collect long-term pre-development baseline data. 
Applications	for	six	long-lead	permits	prepared	prior	
to project suspension are being reviewed in prepa-
ration	for	submission	in	2017.	Santo	Domingo	is	
included in our 2016 materiality analysis.

local Communities
Local	communities	are	well	informed	and	understand	
the	mining	industry.	Diego	de	Almagro,	Chañaral	and	
Caldera are located in close proximity to proposed 
project infrastructure (mine site, transportation route 
and port facility). Santo Domingo actively engaged 
communities during the project design and environ-
mental impact assessment phases to ensure concerns 
were identified and mitigated. There are currently 
local concerns about regional unemployment and  
potential economic impacts as mines and develop-
ment projects such as Santo Domingo are put on hold.

Santo Domingo project, Region III, Chile

location Atacama, Region III, Chile
proposed type of mine  Open pit 
proposed mill throughput 60,500 tonnes/day  
 life-of-mine average
proposed product shipment Copper concentrate trucked to Santo  
 Domingo port; magnetite iron  
 concentrate transported to Santo  
 Domingo port by pipeline
estimated mine life 18.5 years
estimated workforce Average demand of 1,550 personnel  
 and a maximum of 4,060 jobs during 
 construction; average of 1,055 direct/ 
 indirect jobs (including contractors)  
 during operations
proposed access Accessible by public highway
closest communities Mine site: Diego de Almagro 
  (7 km, pop.15,200)  
 Road/pipeline infrastructure:  
 Chañaral (70 km, pop. 13,700)  
 Port: Caldera (42 km, pop. 17,500) 
climate Arid desert
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OPeRatiOnal FaCts

The Santo Domingo Project is a proposed open-pit development located 
in the Atacama region of Chile, which has a long mining tradition and is 
one of the most productive copper regions in the country. 

Kutcho project, BC, Canada
The Kutcho Project is a proposed high-grade 
copper-zinc development project located 
approximately	100	km	east	of	Dease	Lake	in	
northwestern British Columbia, Canada. The 
Project is located on traditional territory of the 
Tahltan and Kaska Nations. There is no activity  
on the property. 

Exploration
Exploration is an integral part of Capstone’s 
growth strategy. Ongoing brownfield exploration 
at our Cozamin Mine focuses on increasing mine 
life. Capstone maintains a portfolio of early-stage 
base metals exploration projects in mining-friendly 
jurisdictions,	focused	in	the	Americas.	In	addition	
to our own exploration properties, we have 
invested in partnerships with exploration-focused 
companies and evaluate additional opportunities 
on a continuous basis.

Providencia exploration Project 
Capstone’s largest greenfield project is the 
Providencia Exploration Project in Region II, 
Chile, located approximately 50 km east of Taltal. 
Capstone has an option agreement with Sociedad 
Quimica	y	Minera	de	Chile	S.A.	(SQM)	to	earn	up	
to	a	70%	interest.	Exploration	activities	continued	
in 2016 with drilling, trenching, geological 
mapping and geochemical surveys focused  
on testing the extent 
of two prospect areas 
identified in 2015 as 
well as new targets 
in their periphery. 
We submitted an 
Environmental Impact 
Declaration in late 2016 
to obtain the necessary 
permits to advance  
the	project	in	2017	 
and beyond.
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2016 Report  
on Performance
Our 2016 report on performance is divided into  
two sections: our Material Topics and our Watchlist.

For our Material Topics, we describe how we are managing  
them and how we performed in 2016, including performance  
data. We focused our data collection where we have the most 
impact — at our operating mines. However, where applicable  
or meaningful, we have included data on the Santo Domingo 
Project, exploration and corporate activities.  

The second section addresses the topics on our Watchlist.  
These are topics we are monitoring that may become material.  
For these topics, we describe our management approach only. Pinto valley Mine, Arizona, US
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health and safety

Why this MatteRs

Worker health and safety is an issue that affects 
workers around the globe. The United Nations 
International	Labour	Organization	recognizes	the	
principle that workers should be protected from 
sickness, disease and injury, and provides standards 
to guide governments, industry and workers in 
developing preventive safety culture and practices. 

Health and safety risks are inherent to mining 
operations, and the mining industry has developed 
best practice at international and national levels.  
One example is the Towards Sustainable Mining 
Health and Safety Protocol from the Mining 
Association	of	Canada.	Potential	hazards	at	
mines include working around heavy equipment, 
explosives or areas of exposed rock faces either 
on surface or underground. Health and safety also 
includes industrial hygiene, which refers to diseases 
or injury resulting from exposure to certain physical 
elements (e.g. noise, dust). 

Ensuring the health and safety of our employees 
and contractors is central to our business approach.  
Poor safety performance can be costly with lost 
productivity and potential fines for non-compliance. 
Most importantly, safety incidents can potentially 
result in long-term negative impacts on our 
workers, their families and in the communities 
where they live. 

Our performance data includes all personnel 
working at our operations, development and 
exploration projects.

hOW We Manage it

it’s part of our culture. Our management 
approach starts with a commitment to safeguard 
the health and safety of people from the highest 
level of our organization, with our Code of 
Conduct, EHS&S Policy and performance oversight 
from the THES&S Board Committee. “Work 
Responsibly – Safety is non-negotiable” is one of 
our	core	values.	Our	Capstone	Safety	Leadership	
Team (comprised of senior management, Mine 
General	Managers,	and	Health	and	Safety	
Managers) meets monthly to review high-potential 
incidents and develop initiatives to encourage  
a behaviour-based safety culture, e.g. our inaugural 
Day	of	Reflection	in	2016	(see	message	from	the	
Chief Operating Officer). 

each of our operations has a dedicated health 
and safety team. Our health and safety teams 
have the critical mandate of supporting our 
workforce to identify, eliminate or control workplace 
hazards. They support incident investigations 
and monitor completion of corrective actions. 
These teams coordinate training on general safety 
awareness, and task and specific hazard training, 
and lead the emergency response programs. 

We empower our workforce to take responsibility 
for their own safety. We train our employees  
and contractors to evaluate the risks associated  
with their tasks prior to commencing work, and to 
understand how to safely perform their tasks.  
Any	employee	or	contractor	has	the	right	to	refuse	
work in an environment they consider unsafe. 

We focus improvements on critical risk areas and 
audit the results. Our operations are advancing 
standardized	Loss	Control	Management	Systems	 
that support a systematic approach to incident 
reduction. The systems include a critical risk inventory 
to identify high-risk activities. This helps us focus on 
evaluating and improving the most critical areas of 
health and safety. 

We measure our health and safety performance. 
It is a component of annual performance evaluation 
when we set annual corporate and site objectives  
for continuous reduction in the number of health  
and safety incidents, striving towards zero harm.  
Our health and safety teams measure performance  
by evaluating several leading and lagging indicators 
and tracking incidents and corrective actions. We 
communicate results across the workforce on a daily, 
weekly and monthly basis.

We are seeing steady improvement in 
our Total Reportable Incident Frequency 
Rate (TRIFR). TRIFR decreased by 17% 
over 2015 and by 21% since we started 
tracking consolidated rates in 2014. 

*  Results are based on the consolidated performance of operating mines, advanced 
 development activities at Santo Domingo and greenfield exploration.

trIfr by operation 2014–2016

pinto valley cozamin minto capstone*
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http://capstonemining.com/company/business-ethics/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/company/business-ethics/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Overview/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/company/corporate-governance/default.aspx
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hOW We PeRFORMeD

We are seeing steady improvement in our Total 
Reportable Incident Frequency Rate (TRIFR).  
TRIFR	decreased	by	17%	over	2015	and	by	21%	
since we started tracking consolidated rates in 
2014.	Our	Lost	Time	Incident	Frequency	Rate	
(LTIFR)	has	increased	slightly	year	over	year.	 
Minto has achieved notable improvement with  
a	68%	decrease	in	TRIFR	over	2014.	

We failed to achieve our annual health and  
safety performance objectives due to the fatality  
at Cozamin in October 2016, when a miner was 
struck by a piece of mobile equipment under-
ground.	As	part	of	company-wide	response	to	 
this incident, we shared investigation results  
with our other mine sites and enhanced how  
we measure our health and safety performance  
by	adding	a	set	of	leading	indicators	in	2017.	

Our operations developed site-specific programs 
including leading metrics such as number of  

inspections and job observations, effectiveness of 
incident investigation follow-up and level of work-
force engagement by managers and supervisors on 
safety. These indicators are focused on cultivating 
visible safety leadership, personal responsibility 
and collaboration at all levels. We are also devel-
oping a safety leadership module as part of our 
Capstone	Leader	program	(see	the	Training	and	
Development section). 

What’s next

Our	2017	health	and	safety	objectives	are	a	15%	
reduction	in	rolling	12-month	LTIFR	(<0.47)	and	 
a	15%	reduction	from	the	2016	TRIFR	(<1.65).	

We will execute site-level leading indicator 
programs, including compliance with health  
and safety continuous improvement programs  
and reinforcement of visible safety leadership. 

1  Consolidated results from all operations, development and exploration activities. Capstone includes all personnel on site in calculation of health  
and safety statistics, including brownfield exploration activities at Cozamin, field activities at Santo Domingo and greenfield exploration. 

2  Medical Aid: an incident where a worker needed medical assistance off site. These incidents are reported to authorities.  
This includes Restricted Duty incidents at Pinto Valley where workers are temporarily re-assigned or cannot perform all normal job duties.

3  Lost Time Incidents: an incident that resulted in a worker missing time on the job. These incidents are reported to authorities.
4  LTIFR: Lost Time Incident Frequency Rate. Calculated by the number of Lost Time Incidents x 200,000 / number of hours worked.
5  TRIFR: Total Reportable Incident Frequency Rate. Calculated by adding Medical Aid and Lost Time Incidents x 200,000 / numbers of hours worked.
6  Lost Day Rate: Severity of incident based on days lost from regular duty. Calculated by number of lost days x 200,000 / number of hours worked.

saFety by Design

After	identifying	the	potential	safety	risks	for	
maintenance	employees,	the	Pinto	Valley	
Engineering group designed an in-house 
solution to modify and improve safety of the 
tow bars used to transport disabled mobile 
mine equipment. The original tow bar design 
required a person, a boom truck or crane and 
a forklift to assemble in one location, most of 
the time along congested haul roads. The new 
design, shown in the photo, added drop down 
jacks, allowing the tow bar to be hooked up 
to both the disabled equipment and towing 
vehicle without having to use a crane or boom 
truck.	An	extendable	tongue	was	also	added,	
eliminating the need for a person to be 
present in between to make the connection. 

 pinto valley cozamin minto Santo domingo exploration 20161 2015 2014 

Medical Aid2 20 2 5 0 0 27 36 39
Lost Time Incidents3 6 5 1 0 0 12 12 12
Fatalities 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
LTIFR4  0.80 0.56 0.29 0 0 0.59 0.57 0.55
TRIFR5  3.47 0.78 1.73 0 0 1.92 2.32 2.42
Lost Day Rate6 47.10 124.41 0.29 0 0 72.58 24.70 60.89

HeaLtH and safety resuLts
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environmental  
Compliance and  
Permitting

Why this MatteRs 

Environmental permits set the performance  
standard that we are measured against to ensure  
we are operating in a manner that does not 
significantly impact the local environment.  
Permits are required to build new projects or 
expand existing operations and maintain continued 
operation	in	every	jurisdiction.	A	consistent	track	
record of permit compliance demonstrates our 
commitment to sound environmental performance. 
Incidents of non-compliance can also be costly and 
affect our ability to obtain future permits. Our local 
stakeholders expect us to maintain compliance  
and demonstrate transparency in our practices. 

hOW We Manage it

it’s a key component of our business approach. 
Our EHS&S Policy sets out commitments to  
continuously improve our environmental perfor-
mance, establish environmental programs and  
operate in compliance with applicable legislation  
as minimum requirements.

We measure our performance. We set annual 
objectives to drive continuous improvement and 
reduce the number of environmental incidents. 
Incidents are reported internally as soon as they 
happen, and compiled weekly and monthly for 
management reporting purposes. There are 
regulatory requirements for reporting spills  
of certain materials over certain quantities or 

exceedance of regulatory criteria, which varies  
by jurisdiction. We categorize these spills as 
“reportable.”

Dedicated environment teams are in place at 
our operations. We conduct monitoring, sampling 
and inspection programs. Our environment teams 
provide environmental awareness and task-specific 
training to the workforce. We communicate 
compliance requirements to workers with direct 
responsibilities for permit requirements, and track 
these requirements to completion. Mine and 
environmental personnel work closely on daily 
operations, expansion proposals and long-term 
closure requirements to integrate environmental 
considerations into mine plans.

We focus on prevention and treat any incident 
as a learning opportunity. Our spill prevention 
approach emphasizes training and preventive 
maintenance on equipment. We require all 
workers to report any spill, no matter how small, 
so that we can learn from it. Each operation 
has spill management procedures in place. 
Environment teams also conduct inspections to 
ensure appropriate spill prevention practices are in 
place. Corrective action following an incident may 
include additional training, revision of standard 
operating procedures or repairing/replacing 
equipment. Remediation of spills may include 
collecting and managing impacted material.

hOW We PeRFORMeD

Our operations have shown significant improvement 
in non-reportable incidents on a consolidated basis, 
with	a	29%	improvement	over	2015	performance	
and	35%	since	2014.	The	number	of	reportable	
incidents remained consistent with 2015, but has 
improved	by	50%	since	2014.	Minto	had	three	
reportable spills in 2016 totaling 85 litres of waste 
oil and 35 litres of anti-freeze that were all contained 
on	the	property.	Pinto	Valley	had	one	reportable	
exceedance of a water quality standard detected 
during routine sampling at the sewage treatment 
plant. Resampling indicated results in the compliant 
range. The exceedance was contained on site as  
all treated water from the plant is recycled for use  
in processing.

* Objectives and results are based on the consolidated performance of operating 
mines, development field activities at Santo Domingo and greenfield exploration. 
There have been no spills at Santo Domingo or greenfield exploration sites during 
the 2014-2016 period. 
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Our operations have shown significant 
improvement in non-reportable incidents 
on a consolidated basis, with a 29% 
improvement over 2015 performance  
and a 35% improvement since 2014.

http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Overview/default.aspx
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Failure of hydraulic parts on heavy equipment  
remains our most common non-reportable spill 
event, often related to operating in extreme  
heat or cold. or inadequate maintenance practices. 
We continue to improve our equipment and  
maintenance systems and training programs on 
environmental awareness and best practice. 

Pinto	Valley	launched	an	innovative	environmental	
program in 2016. Members from the mill, mine, 
shop, warehouse, lab and SX/EW areas were  
designated as environmental coordinators to  
help their teams improve performance related  
to operational permits. The environment team  
conducted small, field-based training classes 
focused on spill reduction, recycling and handling 
of hazardous waste. There are currently 20 environ-
mental coordinators in the program, representing 
crews in each area. This program fosters ownership 
and builds more capacity on site to manage  
environmental performance. 

builDing On best PRaCtiCe

In January 2016 a pre-feasibility study 
was	completed	to	extend	the	Pinto	Valley	
mine	life	from	2026	to	2039	(PV3).	Key	
components	of	the	PV3	mine	plan	include	
pit wall pushbacks to the east and north, 
expansion of tailings storage facility No. 
4 (TSF4), waste rock placement over the 
existing heap leach area, and closure and 
relocation of infrastructure. 

The extension has been designed to 
maximize use of brownfield areas in the 
existing mine, but a portion of the open 
pit and TSF4 will extend onto public land 
administered by the US Forest Service (Tonto 
National Forest or TNF). In May 2016 Pinto 
Valley	submitted	a	Mine	Plan	of	Operations	
for	PV3	that	updates	the	current	version	and	
requests the new use of federal land. 

The plan considers results of technical and 
environmental studies to ensure best practice 
design and mitigate potential environmental 
impacts of the mine extension. 

Submitting the plan is the first step of the 
permitting process required under the 
National	Environmental	Policy	Act	(NEPA),	
which was formally kicked off in early January 
2017	and	will	include	opportunities	for	
public input6.	A	third-party	NEPA	contractor	
will formally review the plan and publish an 
Environmental Impact Statement. 

A	third-party	environmental	audit5 was conducted at 
Minto to determine environmental compliance with 
monitoring and management plans and  
regulatory controls. The audit is a regulatory  
requirement that must be completed every two  
years. Results showed Minto in full or partial  
compliance with all requirements of the plans  
and well-positioned to achieve closure objectives 
for the mine site. 

There were no environmental fines or non-monetary 
sanctions issued to any of our operations in 2016. 

What’s next

Our	2017	objectives	are	15%	improvement	in	 
the	number	of	both	reportable	incidents	(<4)	 
and	non-reportable	incidents	(<90).

5 Audit results are available on the Yukon Energy and Mines website:  
www.emr.gov.yk.ca/mining/pdf/20161030_Minto_Environmental_Audit_FInAL.PDF

6 The PV3 public registry is available at www.pintovalleymineeis.us

http://www.pintovalleymineeis.us
http://www.pintovalleymineeis.us
http://www.emr.gov.yk.ca/mining/pdf/20161030_Minto_Environmental_Audit_FINAL.PDF
http://www.emr.gov.yk.ca/mining/pdf/20161030_Minto_Environmental_Audit_FINAL.PDF
http://www.emr.gov.yk.ca/mining/pdf/20161030_Minto_Environmental_Audit_FINAL.PDF
www.pintovalleymineeis.us
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mining Waste resuLts (materiaL in tonnes) 
 pInto vAlley cozAmIn mInto 2016 2015 2014 % chAnGe 2015-16

Overburden1 0 0 5,400 5,400 134,342 31,000 -96%
Waste rock2 19,507,016 0 5,584,619 25,091,635 16,508,142 3,790,311 52%
Tailings 20,330,257 938,518 1,420,917 22,689,692 19,872,488 19,542,213 14%
Sludge3 0 0 0 0 5 4 –100%

1 Overburden material is segregated and stockpiled at Minto for reclamation activities; at Pinto Valley, it is included as waste rock. 
2  Waste rock from the Cozamin underground operation is used as backfill material for ground support. For this reason, the material  

generated in and stored underground is not considered waste by Capstone’s definition.
3  Sludge is generated by the Pinto Valley SX/EW plant. It is shipped off site to a lead smelter for recycling because it is considered  

hazardous. There was no sludge generated in 2016 due to reduced output from the SX/EW plant.

Mining Waste

Why this MatteRs

Mines generate large quantities of waste materials, 
such as tailings and waste rock, and may also need 
to	discharge	process	water	(effluent).	All	mine	
waste must be managed to minimize long-term 
environmental impacts. 

In addition to potential risks and impacts to the 
local environment, communities and public safety, 
the monetary and reputational costs from incidents 
related to the improper functioning of a tailings 
facility can impact the long-term viability of an 
operation. In response to recent tailings failures in 
Canada and Brazil, both industry and the public 
are paying closer attention to management of 
tailings facilities, from design and construction to 
responsible operation and closure. 

As	our	most	material	impact	is	operational	waste,	
we do not include domestic waste in this report. 

hOW We Manage it

tailings and waste rock: Mine plans determine 
the amount of ore that will be processed through 
the mill (resulting in tailings) and how much waste 
rock will be mined. The volume, deposition and 
storage of tailings and waste rock are fundamental 
considerations in mine design. The mine plan is 
presented to regulatory agencies, which issue 

permits with requirements for design, operation, 
monitoring and closure of tailings and other 
waste	facilities.	Pinto	Valley	and	Cozamin	operate	
upstream tailings facilities, while Minto currently 
uses in-pit disposal of tailings. Refer to the Case 
Study in our 2014 Sustainability Report for more 
information on site-specific tailings facilities. Pinto 
Valley	and	Minto	build	waste	rock	storage	dumps	
on surface, and Cozamin backfills waste rock in 
mined-out underground voids for ground support. 

We have an internal Tailings Management Standard 
that requires tailings management systems at  
each site to address all design aspects and critical 
controls. These systems document accountability,  
training, risk evaluation and monitoring require-
ments, including instrumentation and regular 
inspections. They set a standard for annual review 
and improvement. Each site has an Operations, 
Maintenance and Surveillance Manual in place  
and conducts third-party reviews every two years. 

If there is metal leaching or acid rock drainage  
(ML/ARD)	potential,	the	mine	plan	considers	this	as	
well.	ML/ARD	are	naturally	occurring	processes	that	
present a risk associated with long-term storage of 
tailings and waste rock. We routinely test material 
for	ML/ARD	potential	during	the	projects	feasibility	
and operations phases. Some waste rock and 
overburden material is stockpiled for closure and 

construction of other site facilities if it is confirmed 
as non-acid generating.

effluent: The need to discharge process water, 
or	effluent,	is	largely	dependent	on	site-specific	
conditions such as climate and local hydrology. 
If there is excess water that cannot be safely 
stored on site, it must be discharged. Minto is our 
only operation with permit conditions related to 
discharging	mine	effluent.	Before	Minto	discharges	
effluent	(to	Minto	Creek	upstream	from	the	Yukon	
River),	the	effluent	is	treated	and	tested	to	ensure	
it meets the water quality standards of the water 
licence. Water quality in Minto Creek related to 
potential impacts on fish is a concern of Selkirk  
First Nation.

Our operations conduct routine sampling at 
locations designated in permits to ensure water 
quality criteria are met. See the Water section for 
more about how we manage water quantity.

sludge and other hazardous waste: Reagents  
or other consumables required for mining 
processes may generate waste that requires special 
disposal. Our sites are registered, as required by 
local legislation, as hazardous waste generators. 
These materials are tracked and reported when 
they are picked up by a certified transport company 
and delivered to a certified disposal facility. 

http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Sustainability-Report/Past-Reports/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Sustainability-Report/Past-Reports/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Sustainability-Report/Past-Reports/default.aspx
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hOW We PeRFORMeD

The amount of overburden, waste rock and tailings  
is determined by mine plans and mill throughput.  
In	2016	Pinto	Valley	continued	pit	expansion,	 
resulting in drilling, blasting and hauling large 
amounts of waste rock material to push back the 
pit	wall.	Increased	tailings	reflects	the	higher	mill	
throughput	at	Pinto	Valley	and	Minto.	

Overburden stripping from the Minto North pit  
was completed in 2015. In 2016 overburden material  
was removed from the footprint of Minto’s Mill  
Valley	Fill	Extension	Stage	2	(MVFE2)	and	stockpiled	
for future closure activity (See Closure Planning Case 
Study).	MVFE2	is	a	structure	built	to	further	minimize	
the risk of slow creep movement in the foundation  
of the dry stack tailings facility. We are seeing  
positive results: movement rates have decreased  
and we expect continued deceleration over the 
next few years. Completing this structure as part 
of progressive reclamation allows for long-term 
geotechnical monitoring before the end of the  
mine life. 

Periodic internal audits are a requirement of our 
tailings management standard and are an important 
component of continuous improvement. In 2016  
we developed a corporate internal audit program 
based	on	ISO	19011	guidelines.	A	pilot	audit	of	 
the Cozamin tailings management system 
was conducted and resulted in a number of 
recommendations for improvement. 

Cozamin completed the stage 6 upstream tailings 
raise, adding 1.5 years of tailings capacity to the 
facility. The next tailings raise will be designed in  
2017	with	construction	planned	in	2018	to	provide	
sufficient tailings capacity for the remainder of the 
mine life. 

What’s next

Conduct third party review of all tailings facilities  
and	conduct	internal	audits	of	Pinto	Valley	and	 
Minto tailings management systems. 

Pinto	Valley	introduced	a	new	cyclone	system	 
to achieve higher consistency in dam construc-
tion, recover more water and provide safer 
working	conditions.	Pinto	Valley	was	using	
single cyclones to spread tailings along the dam 
crest, which involved several people, multiple 
steps and shut down of the cyclones each time 
relocation	was	required.	Pinto	Valley	purchased	
four cranes, each capable of suspending a 
cluster of 12 cyclones over the dam crest. The 
design allows a single operator to move the 
crane and cyclone cluster from the safety of a 
cab and reduces the number of control points 
from 60, of which 18 to 24 single cyclones 
were in operation at any given time, down to 
3 clusters with 1 spare. It significantly increases 
the portion of tailings being separated because 
the cluster cyclones continue to operate during 
movement along the crest.

new cluster cyclone system in operation

Pinto valley tailings Facility no.4 dam crest before (left) and after (right) the use of cluster cyclones

beFOre AFter

DeliVeRing eFFeCtiVe Change With neW tailings CyClOne systeM
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Water
Why this MatteRs

Globally,	fresh	water	is	an	increasingly	scarce	
resource. Water is a finite resource significant to 
society and our local communities, and its use is 
highly regulated in jurisdictions where we operate. 
Water is critical to the mining process and a reliable 
source is required for us to remain in production. 
Proactive water management is required to 
minimize the risk of surplus water, for example, 
ensuring capacity to manage excess water from 
large precipitation events. 

Pinto	Valley	and	Cozamin	are	in	semi-arid	regions	
with the potential for water shortages, in relatively 
close proximity to local communities. There are 
cumulative impacts on local water resources from 
different industry users competing for water in 
these	areas.	A	monetary	cost	is	attached	to	water	
use, which is a business consideration.

Conversely, Minto is in a remote location that 
experiences heavy spring runoff (freshet) and 
typically has a surplus of water. Minto needs 
sufficient storage capacity onsite to accommodate 
water from higher precipitation years and large 

storm events. Minto typically discharges water 
each year to ensure the right storage capacity is 
available. Conditions for discharge to Minto Creek 
are set by the water licence. See the Mining Waste 
section to see how Minto manages water quality. 

hOW We Manage it

We secure a continuous source of water. Where 
water supplies are limited, we secure water rights 
or drill additional wells and minimize water use 
from	shared	sources.	Pinto	Valley	does	not	share	
any water sources with local communities; however, 
the groundwater wells we rely on are a component 
of	the	regional	water	regime.	At	Cozamin,	the	only	
water we use from the Zacatecas municipal supply 
is for domestic use. Cozamin’s process water comes 
from groundwater (underground mine dewatering 
and wells), precipitation stored on site and a 
municipal water treatment plant to recycle waste 
water as a water source for the mine. 

We model the balance of water. In development 
and during operations, we model the site “water 
balance” – the balance of water inputs (e.g.  

precipitation, surface water, groundwater, runoff) 
and outputs (e.g. evaporation, discharge). This 
helps us understand the amount of water available, 
the amount required for operations and how much 
will be stored on site or discharged to the environ-
ment (if required). 

We actively monitor water use. We meter water 
use in key areas, continually update the water 
balance and report results internally to guide 
decisions. Other monitoring includes regular 
inspection and maintenance of storage catchments, 
pumps, pipes and wells, and water level surveying 
in water storage ponds and tailings facilities. 

We implement best practices to conserve and 
maximize efficiency. Maximizing the amount  
of water recycled from the tailings facility and/or 
stormwater catchments back to the mill is a key 
management	practice	for	Pinto	Valley	and	Cozamin.	
We hold regular meetings on water supply and 
water	conservation.	At	Pinto	Valley,	for	example,	
other water conservation strategies include using  
an alternative, environmentally friendly product  
for dust suppression on roads instead of water,  

cottonwood reservoir, Pinto valley Mine, Arizona, US
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municipal/utility supply external waste water precipitation groundwater

pinto valley mintocozamin capstone
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Water WitHdraWaL by source / Water recycLed and reused 

volume (m3) 1 pInto vAlley cozAmIn mInto 2016 2015 2014 % chAnGe 2015-16

Surface water 0 0 500 2 500 0 0 100%
Groundwater 9,888,705 40 7,803 8,541 10,305,049 10,088,535 9,079,147 2%
Precipitation3 665,095 97,295 2,021, 281 2,783,671 2,918,177 2,344,024 –5%
External waste water 0 0 0 0 65,840 120,245 –100%
Municipal or utility supply 0 16,972 0 16,972 22,622 4 11,628 –25%
total water withdrawal 10,553,800 522,070 2,030,322 13,106,192 13,095,174 11,555,044 0.08%
Water recycled & reused 8,806,416 2,228,089 not measured 5 11,034,505 9,100,995 7,549,111 21%
Recycled and reused as % 83% 427% 6 not measured 
of total water withdrawal

1 Data based on flow meters, meteorological stations and water balance modelling.
2 Includes permitted water use from Yukon River for dust suppression on the access and in the fisheries field program (See Environmental Compliance section).  

While the amount is not material compared to total water withdrawal for Minto, inclusion in the data set indicates a process improvement in data collection. 
3 Includes rainfall and surface run-off collected and stored on site.
4 2015 amount of Municipal or utility supply corrected to 22,622 m3 from 5,554 m3. 2015 Total water withdrawal corrected to 13,095,174 m3.
5 Minto operates in a region with ample precipitation; therefore, measuring recycled water is not required for water management as by design, the vast majority  

of water is continually cycled through the system. 
6  Water recycled & reused / Total water withdrawal. Precipitation included in Total water withdrawal. Significant increase in percentage is attributed to less rainfall in 2016.

and installing more efficient cyclones at the  
tailings facility (see How We Performed). 

We “keep clean water clean.” This is Minto’s  
water	management	philosophy.	A	network	of	 
ditches, detention structures and pipelines divert 
“clean” water around the property to a water 
storage pond to minimize water that needs to 
be treated. “Impacted” water, that comes in 
contact with the disturbed area of the mine site, 
is conveyed to two storage ponds that provide 
a continuous water supply for the mill. Tailings 
are pumped from the mill to a mined-out pit for 
storage and water is recycled from there back to 
the mill. Minto develops an annual water inventory 
based on the water balance, operational needs, 
water treatment rate and required storage capacity 
to determine the amount of excess impacted water 
to be treated and discharged. Minto only uses 
groundwater for camp services. 

hOW We PeRFORMeD

An	important	benefit	of	the	new	Pinto	Valley	tailings	
cluster cyclone system is the ability to decrease 
evaporation potential and improve water recovery 
(see the Mining Waste section). Evaporation 
potential decreases when the surface area of the 
wetted tailings beach is minimized. The crane-
operated cluster cyclones are situated along a 
narrower section of the dam crest compared to 
single cyclones. This arrangement significantly 
reduces the beach area that is wet. It also allows 
adjustment of the beach slope so that most of the 
wetted beach is on the west side of the tailings 
facility in summer months. The west side gets shade 
earliest in the hottest part of the day, presenting 
another opportunity to decrease evaporation. 

Cozamin reduced the amount of groundwater  
and suspended use of external waste water as  
there was ample stored water from significant 
precipitation in 2015.

Capstone water use is operation-driven, 
sourced primarily from groundwater.  
Water conservation is a key component to 
managing water use, with recycled  
and reused water increasing by 21%  
over 2015 at Pinto Valley and Cozamin.

What’s next

Develop site-specific water intensity metrics to 
measure effectiveness of water efficiency practices.
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energy 

Why this MatteRs

Mines have large energy requirements, which  
are a significant operating cost. Reliable and  
cost-effective energy is critical for project  
viability. We operate in jurisdictions with high  
or competing demand for energy.

Depending on the source, energy use can result 
in	air	emissions,	including	greenhouse	gas	(GHG)	
emissions.	Globally,	there	is	increasing	focus	on	
climate change and proactively managing and 
reducing	GHG	emissions.	There	are	regulatory	
trends towards introduction of climate change 
legislation that could result in additional costs  
to	our	operations.	Our	GHG	emissions	are	 
primarily a result of electricity or fuel consumption 
to power our operations, and we deal with them  
by managing our energy use.

Our performance data includes energy used  
onsite to support extraction, processing and 
associated activities. Our data does not include  
fuel for transportation of employees, supplies  
or concentrate to and from operations, as this  
is not material compared to energy used for 
extraction and processing.

hOW We Manage it

all our operations use grid power. Grid	power	 
is derived from different sources in each jurisdic-
tion.	In	Arizona,	grid	electricity	is	generated	from	a	
combination of nuclear, coal, hydro and renewables. 

The Mexican grid is powered primarily by thermal 
sources and hydro. In Yukon, grid energy is primarily 
from hydro, supplemented by diesel generation in 
winter or during drought conditions. Fuel (primarily 
diesel) is used to power heavy equipment, light  
vehicles and generators.

We closely monitor energy. Energy consumption  
is monitored primarily as a cost driver through 
monthly billing and metering. We monitor  
electricity use during peak demand periods  
and adjust our energy use during these times.

We use energy management systems. Our  
operations have formal energy management  
policies	and	systems.	Our	General	Managers	 
designate	Energy	Leaders	to	guide	our	energy	 
management teams, comprised of representatives 
from various departments. This shared responsibility 
brings different perspectives from around the  
operations. We identify significant energy uses  
(SEU) within our mines and mills to focus our  
improvement efforts. 

Personnel with SEU-related duties receive task- 
specific training on how their actions contribute  
to optimal energy performance (e.g. ensuring  
appropriate maintenance on equipment). We  
maintain energy performance models to help  
us more accurately monitor our energy use and  
provide general awareness training on energy use 
and efficiency to our workforce. We identify  
improvement projects and have processes in place  
to gather project ideas from our workforce, which  
is our best resource for improvement opportunities.

There was a 3% decrease overall in 
energy intensity across Capstone in 
2016 relative to 2015, in conjunction 
with a 14% increase in mill throughput, 
indicating more efficient energy use. 
Overall GHG intensity decreased by 5%.

2014   electricity  fuel  2015   electricity  fuel  2016   electricity  fuel
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hOW We PeRFORMeD

Our most significant fuel use is diesel, typically 
consumed by haul trucks transporting ore and 
waste rock from the mine to the mill or storage 
dumps. The mill grinding circuit is the largest 
electricity user at our operations. Our energy 
needs are driven by our mine plans. We expect 
energy requirements may change over time, 
especially as pit and underground production 
is deeper and haul distances are longer. In 
2016 our total energy consumption increased 
by	approximately	10%,	mostly	attributable	to	
ongoing pit expansion activity and increased  
mill	throughput	at	Pinto	Valley.	

Energy intensity is a key performance indicator 
that shows how efficiently we are using energy 
per defined unit of production. There was a 
3%	decrease	overall	in	energy	intensity	across	
Capstone in 2016 relative to 2015, in conjunction 
with	a	14%	increase	in	mill	throughput,	indicating	
more efficient energy use. This is due primarily 

to	improved	efficiency	in	the	Pinto	Valley	mill.	The	
increase in Cozamin energy intensity is attributed 
to diesel use for additional underground devel-
opment.	GHG	intensity	decreased	by	5%	overall	
across Capstone. 

We focus on specific projects to realize energy 
efficiency and performance improvement 
opportunities. 2016 project highlights included 
switching the Minto crusher from diesel to 
electricity, scheduling Cozamin hoist maintenance 
during peak electricity demand hours, audit 
and repair of compressed air leaks and use of 
technology	at	Pinto	Valley	to	optimize	blast	quality.

What’s next

Conduct	internal	audit	of	Pinto	Valley	energy	
management system and develop long-term 
objectives for energy performance improvement.

leVeRaging teChnOlOgy 

Pinto	Valley	adopted	new	technology	in	
2016 to help improve throughput and reduce 
energy use at the primary crusher. The mine 
invested in a PortaMetricsTM system, a rugged 
handheld tablet outfitted with three cameras 
and software for interpreting photographs. 
The tablet generates quick post-blast 
reports to help optimize the next round of 
drill patterns to meet crusher requirements 
and ensure consistent fragmentation. This 
translates to more material passing freely 
through the primary crusher, contributing to 
lower energy use and less wear and tear.

energy consumption WitHin capstone and associated gHg emissions

enerGy uSe (GIGAjouleS (Gj)) pInto vAlley cozAmIn mInto 2016 20151 2014 % chAnGe 2015-16
Fuel2 1,278,225 95,257 342,005 1,715,487 1,487,226 1,170,042 15%
Electricity 1,296,815 168,391 133,078 1,598,284 1,520,411 1,497,924 5%
Total energy consumption 2,575,040 263,648 475,083 3,313,771 3,007,637 2,667,966 10%
energy-related GhG emissions (co2et) 
Direct GHG emissions3   89,337  7,127  23,561  120,025 104,173 81,916 15%
Indirect GHG emissions4  248,394  32,228  2,218  282,840 267,786 264,035  6%
total GhG emissions5 337,731 39,355  25,779  402,865 371,959 345,951  8%

1 Total 2015 and 2014 direct and indirect GHG emissions recalculated based on application of revised emissions factors to Cozamin data.  
This amounted to 0.48% increase in the amounts reported in 2014 and 2015.

2  Fuel includes diesel, gasoline, propane and liquefied petroleum gas.
3  Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions are related to fuel consumption for activities controlled by our operations. 
4  Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions are related to electricity purchased from other organizations. 
5  Emissions are calculated in carbon equivalent tonnes (CO2eT) using guidance required in local jurisdictions, where available. Sources for emissions  

factors and global warming potential over 100 years are: International Panel for Climate Change (IPCC), (Canada) nRCAn and (US) EPA.
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Community impacts

Why this MatteRs

Mining has the potential to impact communities, 
both positively (we refer to these as benefits) 
and negatively. We want to create and sustain  
community benefits wherever we operate.The 
greatest opportunities are through employment, 
training and community investment. (For more 
about community benefits see the Employment 
and Economic Impacts sections.) In this section, 
we address how we understand and manage 
potential negative impacts.

In the regions where we operate, there are long 
traditions of mining, and many of the neighbouring 
communities were established to support mining. 
While communities are familiar with the challenges 
and operational requirements of mining, it is still 
important for us to work together to identify, 

understand and mitigate potential concerns and 
impacts. The proximity of local communities 
to our operations increases the potential for 
environmental or socio-economic impacts (which 
we call changes to community life). Changes 
to community life include population changes, 
increased pressure on infrastructure or community 
services and changes to traditional pursuits and 
community or cultural well-being. 

hOW We Manage it

We consider the potential for impacts on 
communities during various phases of the 
project life cycle. Exploration is our first 
opportunity to build local relationships. Our 
Providencia property is in an area remote from 

While communities are familiar with the 
challenges and operational requirements  
of mining, it is still important for us to work  
together to identify, understand and mitigate 
potential concerns and impacts.

view of Pelly crossing, near Minto Mine, Yukon, canada    Source: Yukon Government

the	nearest	community.	At	this	early	stage,	we	
have made efforts to provide local opportunities 
for employment in fieldwork and procurement  
of services and supplies.

stakeholder engagement helps us learn about 
potential impacts and how to manage them.  
Each operation establishes and maintains 
relationships with local communities and other 
stakeholders. We engage communities in project 
development through direct consultation. For 
example, Minto and Selkirk First Nation (SFN) 
collaborate through a bilateral technical working 
group to ensure SFN feedback is incorporated  
in closure design concepts. Regulatory processes 
in all our jurisdictions have opportunities for public 
input and participation. 
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We mitigate environmental impacts by actively 
managing and improving operational practices. 
Socio-economic impacts are addressed by 
understanding local conditions and working with 
communities to implement appropriate measures 
and	commitments.	A	2013	baseline	study	was	
completed to evaluate potential socio-economic 
impacts and identify mitigation during the operation, 
decommissioning and closure phases at Minto. For 
example, Minto addresses a potentially negative 
influence	of	employment	on	SFN	cultural	well-being	
by offering SFN employees the opportunity to take 
leave for pursuit of cultural and traditional activities  
and government gatherings. The Minto Mine Tri-
Partite	Working	Group	comprised	of	SFN,	Yukon	
Government	and	Minto	conducts	a	socio-economic	
monitoring program to confirm mitigation measures 
are effective and to adapt measures if required.  
The first socio-economic monitoring report was 
published in 2016. 

hOW We PeRFORMeD

There were no significant disputes in 2016 relating 
to land use or customary rights of local communities 
and indigenous peoples. We continued to proactively 
manage water use and dust control.

community impacts

operAtIon1 communIty chArActerIStIcS neAreSt communIty (km) ImpActS requIrInG mItIGAtIon 2

pinto valley Established with a long history of mining.  10 • Water quality in Pinto Creek
 Other economic activity in the area.  • Water quantity in surrounding area
   • Dust
cozamin Established with a long history of mining.  3 • Dust
 Other economic activity in the area.  • Water quantity in surrounding area
minto Remote community. Minto is the first 35 • Dust
 major mine in the area. Long history of  • Water quality in Minto Creek
 mining in Yukon.  • Changes to community life

1 The Santo Domingo environmental assessment statement was granted in July 2015 outlining mitigation 
measures and commitments to manage potential impacts, which we categorized in our 2014 Sustainability Report 
as water, dust and changes to community life. Extensive community consultation was part of this process. Active 
community engagement for incorporating mitigation into design considerations continued until the project was 
suspended in September 2015. 

2 The impacts correspond to stakeholder concerns our operations have identified. At Pinto Valley and Cozamin 
where regulatory processes have not resulted in a formal impact assessment, we have identified the impacts our 
operations are managing. Regulatory processes for Minto required environmental and socio-economic impact 
assessments that provided the basis for understanding and mitigating impacts. Refer to Water and Air Quality 
sections for information on how we manage those impacts.

Water quality in Minto Creek related to 
potential impacts to fish is a concern of Selkirk 
First Nation and a consideration in Minto’s 
monitoring	programs.	As	a	requirement	of	
Canada’s	Metal	Mines	Effluent	Regulations,	
Minto initiated a field program to assess 
the	effects	of	Minto’s	effluent	on	fish	growth	
and survival. Because the fish population in 
lower	Minto	Creek	(downstream	of	effluent	
discharge point) is too low to adequately 
conduct the program in the receiving 
environment, Minto developed an innovative 
onsite field laboratory as a cost-effective 
solution.	A	total	of	450	juvenile	Kokanee	
salmon were selected as a good surrogate 
to represent the Chinook salmon that use 
lower Minto Creek. The fish were exposed to 
mixtures	of	mine	effluent	and	reference	water	
over a six-week period to mimic the exposure 
conditions in Minto Creek. Measurements 
were taken on water quality and fish 
physiology for analysis. Results are expected 
as part of a larger Environment Canada study 
due in 2018.

FielD labORatORy sOlutiOn FOR insight On WateR Quality
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employment

Why this MatteRs

Our people are the foundation of our business. 
They are the heart of our operations and give us 
perspective for doing the right thing. Developing 
a skilled and engaged workforce is critical to our 
business	success.	Local	employment	opportunities	
are a key benefit of mining operations, especially 
in remote areas. Employment opportunities  
contribute significantly to engagement and  
capacity building in local communities and  
regions by developing skills of local people and 
providing wages that increase opportunities for 
local spending. 

hOW We Manage it

Our key objectives are attraction, retention  
and development. 

Workforce strategies include:
•	 Prioritizing	local	recruitment;
•	 Training	and	development	opportunities;
•	 Industry-competitive	compensation	and	

benefits;  
•	 Annual	performance	reviews	and	objective	

setting;
•	 Succession	planning	to	identify	successors	 

and high-potential employees; and
•	 Programs	to	communicate	our	principles	for	

equitable treatment and employees’ rights.

We measure and reward performance. Our 
performance management program objectively 
measures and rewards performance at the 

individual, team, operation and corporate 
levels. Our senior management team sets 
annual corporate objectives approved by 
the Board of Directors, which cascade to 
each of our operations. Our corporate 
objective results are communicated and 
linked to compensation of our employees. 
This program gives our employees a sense 
of ownership and contribution towards our 
success as a company.

We monitor workforce trends across the 
organization. We regularly evaluate several 
key indicators including turnover rate, point 
of hire, demographics and results of exit 
interviews. This information helps us identify 
and respond to any challenges. 

Our goal is to maximize local employment. 
We use a number of strategies for local  
recruitment	and	retention.	Pinto	Valley	 
focuses on training as a retention tool.  
Cozamin works towards achievement of  
certifications to attract workers in a competi-
tive local environment. Cozamin has  
been consistently recognized for leading  
employment practices, training standards  
and commitment to the environment. Minto 
uses a preferential hiring approach. Positions 
are offered in priority order to Selkirk First  
Nation, other First Nations, and Yukon  
residents followed by other candidates.  
Some roles are designated for local hires only. 

pinto valley cozamin minto Santo domingo
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Our global employee base decreased 
slightly in 2016, offset by additional  
full-time contractors at Cozamin  
brought on to support underground  
mine development, resulting in an  
increase in our total workforce.
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empLoyment by region1 / LocaL Hiring

 pInto vAlley cozAmIn mInto SAnto domInGo corporAte 2 2016 2015 2014 % chAnGe 2015–16
 m f m f m f m f m f m f m f m f m f
Full-time permanent employees 477 80 394 29 109 19 4 2 30 24 1,014 154 1,021 170 1,128 194 –1% – 9%
Part-time permanent employees 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 3 0% – 67%
Temporary employees3 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 1 3 2 3 3 10 10 0% – 33%
Total employees by gender 477 80 394 29 112 20 4 2 30 26 1,017 157 1,024 176 1,138 207 –1% –11%
total employees 557 423 132 6 56 1,174 1,200 1,345 –2%
Full-time contractors4 72 9 389 3 55 14 1 0 1 1 518 27 414 44 425 50 25% –39%
total workforce by gender 549 89 783 32 167 34 5 2 31 27 1,535 184 1,438 220 1,563 257 7% –16%
total workforce 638 815 201 7 58 1,719 1,658 1,820 4%
Workforce5 from local 6 community (%) 32% 81% 44% 29%  
Percentage of senior management7

 0% 33% 25% 100% from local community (%)    

 1 Includes full-time salaried and hourly employees (by headcount) who are employees of Capstone Mining Corp. (corporate) or one its subsidiaries. 
 2 Includes employees of Chile Exploration.
 3 Includes employees with finite employment contracts.
 4 Includes contractors regularly on site performing core business functions.
 5 Total workforce at significant areas of operation (excluding corporate office).
 6 “Local” is defined in the context of each of our operations and the communities that are directly impacted economically, socially or environmentally. 

See Operations and Projects section. 
  7 Senior management includes direct reports to the Mine General Managers.

hOW We PeRFORMeD

Our global employee base decreased slightly in 2016, 
offset by additional full-time contractors at Cozamin 
brought on to support underground mine development, 
resulting in an increase in our total workforce. The 
proportion of hiring from our local communities 
decreased across our sites in 2016. This is driven by  
a few different factors including local competition  
with other mines for employees, and engagement  
of contractors from outside the local region if required 
expertise is not available locally.    

Pinto	Valley	is	our	only	operation	with	a	collective	
bargaining	agreement	that	covers	71%	of	Pinto	Valley	
employees,	or	33%	of	Capstone’s	total	employees.	
The collective agreement expired in June 2014 and 
negotiations have been ongoing since that time.

2016 minto Workforce statistics  
Minto focuses on hiring First nations and  
local Yukon residents. With resumption  
of open pit operations in early 2017,  
Minto re-engaged a Yukon-based  
contractor for Area 2 Stage 3 pit stripping.

 7% Selkirk First nation
 13% Other First nations
 23%  Other Yukon residents
 56% non-Yukon residents

of minto’s Workforce 
are yukon residents

 44%
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economic vaLue generated and distributed by region (000’s of $us)

 cAnAdA uS mexIco chIle 2016 2015 2014
direct economic value generated
Revenue 154,914 302,538 72,071 – 529,523 420,647 656,198
economic value distributed
Operating costs  74,831 154,532 41,118 6,241 276,722 240,335 309,489
Employee wages and benefits  25,996 59,372 6.778 577 92,723 105,527 113,539
Payments to providers of capital  14,593 1,214 – – 15,807 12,826 10,027
Taxes and government payments1 – 1,029 2,821 – 3,850 927 31,188
Community investments  41 78 40 – 159 284 913
total economic value distributed 115,461 216,225 50,757 6,818 389,261 359,899 465,156
economic value retained 39,453 86,313 21,314 (6,818) 140,262 60,748 191,042

economic impacts
Why this MatteRs

Distributing value to communities shares the 
benefits of mining. Economic Impacts include how 
our activities generate and distribute value in the 
communities and regions where we operate.  
Strong financial performance ensures we 
can continue operating and contributing to 
communities through direct investments and 
indirect economic benefits. Economic Impacts  
was identified as an important topic from our 2016 
stakeholder	interviews,	especially	at	Pinto	Valley	
where we heard consistently from participants 
that there is a local need for job and education 
opportunities and a desire to partner with industry 
on initiatives that improve quality of life.

hOW We Manage it

We use local suppliers and contractors as much 
as possible.	For	Pinto	Valley,	this	means	working	
with	local	suppliers	in	the	Globe-Miami	area.	In	
addition to engaging local suppliers, Cozamin 
is a member of the Zacatecas Mining Cluster, 
a committee of local mining companies that 

collaborates to encourage large suppliers to invest 
and	build	a	local	presence.	At	Minto,	local	means	
Yukon-based. Our surface mining contractor, one  
of our largest suppliers, is a Yukon-based company.

Direct community investment is part our 
strategy to support the communities where 
we live and work. Our operations determine 
how funds are best distributed locally. In many 
cases, this is based on direct requests from our 
stakeholders.

hOW We PeRFORMeD
We have not quantified our indirect economic 
impacts, but as employment is one of our 
main direct impacts, spending by our workers, 
sometimes in remote areas, is an important indirect 
benefit. We use considerable energy, materials and 
equipment which have a ripple effect on regional 
economies. The proportion of our spending on 
local	products	and	services	is	approximately	3%	
(US$	7	million)	by	Pinto	Valley,	26%	(US$	12	million)	
by	Cozamin	and	44%	(US$	29	million)	by	Minto.	

Some examples of our 2016 community 
contributions	in	Arizona	include	the	Frank	Lloyd	
Wright	School	of	Architecture –Taliesin	West	 
(Globe-Miami	Project	for	community	revitalization),	
Gila	County	4H	Club	and	the	Town	of	Miami	
swimming	pool.	In	2017	Pinto	Valley	is	adjusting	
their approach to community contributions by 
matching employee donations to the United  
Fund	of	Globe	Miami	(UF)	to	leverage	UF’s	
expertise in distributing funds where they make  
the most difference. 

In addition to mining tax payments that are directed 
towards community improvements, Cozamin 
provides in-kind donations (e.g. computers to 
local schools and garden boxes to local families). 
Minto supports the Yukon Hospital Foundation and 
provides graduation bursaries to Pelly Crossing 
students. Decommissioned weather station 
equipment from our Kutcho Project was repurposed 
to serve as satellite telemetry stations that provide 
Avalanche	Canada	with	real-time	data	for	avalanche	
forecasting in northwest British Columbia.

1 Taxes and other payments to governments reported above and payments to public bodies reported under the Canadian Extractive Measures 
Transparency Act (ESTMA) and are prepared under different standards (GRI vs. ESTMA). Key differences are cash reporting under ESTMA and 
accrual basis reporting under GRI and licence fees and royalties are considered production costs under GRI.
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Air Quality
WHY THIS MATTERS

The primary air quality concern is dust, also known 
as particulate matter (PM). Mining operations 
include movement and storage of large amounts 
of rock and soil (stripping, blasting, and 
maintaining unpaved haul and access roads) and 
mill processes (crushing) that typically generate 
large amounts of dust. The main sources of dust 
are crushers, conveyor belts, roads, tailings, 
material handling and stockpiles. 

Dust is a concern to communities near mine sites 
as it relates to public health and deposition of 
dust on vegetation. Dust is also a concern for the 
health and safety of employees working in and 
around active mine areas. It is our most significant 
air emission. 

Pinto Valley is located in a Non-Attainment area 
for particulate matter (PM10) in Arizona where 
regulatory limits are more stringent because levels 
in background air quality do not meet national 
ambient air quality standards. 

Our performance data includes particulate 
matter only. We monitor other air emissions at 
our operations to meet permit requirements or 
local air quality standards, but they are much less 
significant than dust. 

HOW WE MANAGE IT 

We use equipment and operational practices 
to minimize dust. Equipment solutions include 
wet scrubbers on conveyor belts and enclosing 
or covering dust-prone areas such as conveyors, 
stockpiles and concentrate storage. Minto installed 
a chute on the crusher extending to the stock pile 
to minimize the drop distance and reduce dust 
when ore is deposited. A key operational practice 
is applying water and other dust suppressants to 
roads, depending on the site and season. 

Dust suppressant products are selected and 
applied to minimize potential environmental 
impact. Minto has a unique challenge in that some 
dust suppressants are not as effective in extreme 
cold temperatures, and has tested different dust 
suppressants. Pinto Valley’s practices for tailings-
related dust include minimizing exposed beach 
areas and applying water or dust palliative. 
Personnel are trained on work procedures and  
on reporting visual observations of dust. 

We monitor dust emissions. Our environment 
teams monitor weather and operational conditions 
that can lead to dust emissions (e.g. high winds, 
low humidity, drawdown of stock piles). Visual  
observations are the immediate cue of a dust  
issue and our most effective monitoring tool.  
We record observations and use them to activate 
contingency measures. Pinto Valley annually  

conducts stack testing to ensure dust control equipment 
is functioning as expected. Cozamin uses instrumentation 
to continuously monitor total suspended particles at six 
locations around the mine near the crusher, ventilation 
raises and tailings dam, to ensure levels remain within 
permit requirements. An external laboratory conducts 
quarterly sampling to verify results. 

We monitor air quality in the immediate operations area 
for silica and other particulates to ensure they do not 
exceed standards for occupational or public health.

HOW WE PERFORMED

Increased dust emissions at Pinto Valley are attributed to 
continued pit expansion activities. Haul trucks transport-
ing ore and waste rock material on unpaved mine roads  
is the most significant source of dust. As part of best 
practice, Pinto Valley continued to apply dust suppressant 
on unpaved roads and where practical, designed more 
efficient haul routes to reduce travel distance for trucks. 
Results were compliant with regulatory requirements.

Results from continuous dust monitoring at Cozamin  
were consistently below the allowable threshold  
limit. Minto conducted a sampling program to test  
metal uptake in plants from fugitive dust from mine  
operations. The study design incorporated feedback  
from Selkirk First Nation and will form the basis for  
ongoing vegetation metal uptake monitoring.

Dust is our most significant air emission.  
The main sources of dust are crushers, 
conveyor belts, roads, tailings, material 
handling and stockpiles. Pinto Valley 
annually reports dust emissions as a  
permit requirement.

pinto valley Dust emissions 

aiR emissions (tonnes)1 20162 2015 2014 % change 2015–16

particulate matter (<2.5 microns)  404 409 260 –1%
particulate matter (<10 microns)  3,329 2,450 2,072 36%
total particulate matter3 11,605 9,066 7,329 28%

1 pinto Valley calculates annual particulate emissions based on us environmental protection agency ap-42 emissions 
factors and site specific data as a permit requirement. Cozamin and Minto do not calculate the total quantity of dust 
emissions generated, as this is not required by their permits.

2 Data accuracy improved for 2016 data collection with the use of truck-based GPS to more accurately track distance 
travelled by haul trucks. 

3 Total Particulate Matter: total airborne particles less than 100 microns suspended in air. 
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training and  
Development

Why this MatteRs

Maintaining safe operations requires employees 
and contractors to be well trained in safe 
operating procedures. Training and education 
is important for attracting and retaining skilled 
personnel, and supporting our capacity for 
continuous	improvement.	Local	community	
members are also interested in developing  
skills, especially those that help secure work  
in mining. Our 2016 stakeholder interviews 
indicated that training offers a way for mines  
to partner with communities for mutual benefit. 

hOW We Manage it

We concentrate first on the needs of our 
workforce and areas critical to the business. 
We conduct mandatory health and safety and 
environmental awareness training. Health and 
safety training is the most extensive task-based, 
legislated training and varies for employees, 
contractors and visitors. Programs include first  
aid, front-line supervisor training, equipment 
handling, fall protection, confined spaces, job 
hazard assessment and incident reporting. 

Our	Capstone	Leader	program	is	being	developed	
and led internally to build leadership capacity 
across the organization to complement existing 
site training programs. It defines the Capstone 
leadership culture and emphasizes the role of a 
leader in fostering innovation. 

Our sites take the lead. The human resources, 
health and safety, and environment teams manage 
training programs at our operations, based on 
our core policies and designed for unique local 
needs and focus areas. Our operations work with 
local training agencies to identify opportunities to 
deliver training programs based on local needs. 

We focus on individuals. Employees receive 
task-specific training to ensure competency in their 
roles. Direct feedback and performance reviews 
with team leaders are key mechanisms for individu-
al improvement and career development. We also 
support professional development opportunities, 
such as formal designation programs, to enhance 
the skills of our employees.  

Our Capstone Leader program is being developed and led internally 
to build leadership capacity across the organization to complement 
existing site training programs. It defines the Capstone leadership 
culture and emphasizes the role of a leader in fostering innovation.
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hOW We PeRFORMeD

In 2016, of our total employee base including  
salaried	and	hourly	permanent	positions,	69%	 
of	female	employees	and	59%	of	male	employees	
received performance reviews. Salaried positions 
receive regular performance reviews as part of our 
performance management program and all employ-
ees receive ongoing feedback from supervisors to 
promote performance improvement and support 
achievement of annual objectives. 

Pinto	Valley	continued	to	increase	field-based	 
training for topics such as Workplace Examinations,  
New Miner, Confined Space and First Responders 
training, and delivered a training program for  
managers and supervisors to develop personal com-
munication skills in handling difficult conversations. 

Minto completed the first full year of the Mill Oper-
ations Competency program, intended to provide a 
clear plan for training and advancement, specifically 
for hourly workers. It combines hands-on training with 
more experienced personnel and online education. 

To	date	67%	of	mill	operators	are	in	the	program	 
and	25%	have	successfully	completed	program	 
requirements and advanced to more senior positions. 
To support the workforce when a temporary closure 
scenario was anticipated, Minto internally developed 
a toolkit in 2016 covering resume, interview and net-
working skills and offered career transition workshops.  

We continued development of our Capstone  
Leader	Program.	The	program,	built	on	core	 

builDing lOCal sKills

Cozamin’s training approach builds skills in our workforce  
and the local community. Cozamin’s training program  
includes more than 100 training manuals and has certified 
evaluators, course designers and instructors. There were 
42,380	training	hours	completed	in	2016.	All	hourly	workers	
are internally certified in their work based on the Mexican 
quality system standard and these skill certifications serve  
in other mining companies and industries.

Cozamin is the first mine in Mexico to be accredited as  
a	Competence	Assessment	Center	by	the	University	of	 
Zacatecas and endorsed by the federal government  
(CONOCER). Cozamin offers a business and leadership  
training program to ore hauling contractors based out  
of	Hacienda	Nueva.	In	2016,	1,491	training	hours	were	 
delivered. Cozamin also partners with the University of  
Zacatecas to employ students in part-time internships  
during	their	studies.	A	total	of	26	students	participated	 
in 2016. 

leadership competencies identified by internal 
stakeholders, has six modules including leadership 
culture, team effectiveness, business acumen  
and strategy, communication, self awareness  
and engaging employees. Safety leadership will  
be reinforced throughout all modules.

What’s next 

The	Capstone	Leader	program	will	continue	 
to	evolve	in	2017,	with	a	focus	on	developing	 
content and delivering pilot sessions with  
various working groups.
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Closure Planning

Why this MatteRs

Closure planning is key to mitigating long-term 
environmental impacts from mining activities once 
operations are finished. Closure is a significant 
project cost that requires design and operational 
considerations right from the start of mining 
and involves input from local government and 
communities. Closure planning is important to  
our local stakeholders for assurance that we have 
the financial resources and technical ability to  
close our operations in a responsible manner 
aligned with local values. This is especially relevant 
in Canada and the US where multiple historic mine 
closures have fallen to government and taxpayers. 

hOW We Manage it

We maintain closure plans and understand 
the costs. Planning for closure starts with project 
design and we integrate it into mine planning. 
Material, personnel and costs are considered from 
the beginning to ensure the closure approach is 
environmentally and financially feasible. These 
plans establish reclamation objectives and cover  
all the activities and associated costs to restore  
the area and leave it safe once mining is complete. 
This may include physical contouring of the 

land, surface and groundwater management, 
revegetation and long-term monitoring. 

Closure plans may also consider a temporary 
closure scenario where the project is put into care 
and	maintenance.	Yukon	and	Arizona	regulations	
require us to guarantee funds to the government 
for closure obligations. Understanding the interests 
and values of our stakeholders as we advance helps 
ensure our closure plans are targeting the right 
reclamation objectives, (e.g. working with Selkirk 
First Nation on closure water quality objectives  
at Minto).

We conduct progressive reclamation and 
monitor the results. Some closure activities 
(such as storing waste materials in accordance 
with approved mine plans, revegetation, 
capturing affected water and removing obsolete 
infrastructure) can be completed in mined-out 
areas while operations continue. By monitoring the 
results of these activities, we can see if our closure 
plan is effective and adjust during operations if 
needed. Progressive reclamation is a responsible 
and cost-effective practice that reduces long-term 
closure costs and liability. 

Closure planning provides local 
stakeholders with assurance that we 
understand the community’s values and 
interests and that we have the financial 
resources and technical ability to close 
operations in a responsible manner. 

hOW We PeRFORMeD

All	our	operations	have	closure	plans	in	place	 
with cost estimates, which are regularly updated. 

In 2016 our operations made significant progress 
in	closure	planning.	Pinto	Valley	maintains	three	
closure plans related to state and federal permits. 
All	three	were	updated	to	reflect	current	use,	
permitted	land	use	or	proposed	PV3	activities.	
Cozamin developed a more detailed closure 
plan and continued progressive reclamation 
activities. Minto submitted an updated closure 
plan for regulatory review, advanced progressive 
reclamation (See our Case Study for more details) 
and optimized the mine plan to support closure 
planning.	Stripping	the	Area	2	Stage	3	pit	will	
supply enough overburden to construct final  
covers for all current waste rock dumps on site.

Aerial view, Minto Mine, Yukon, canada
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Case stuDy: Closure planning at Minto Mine
Minto has been preparing for closure since 2011, even though operations are anticipated to continue until mid-2020, 
subject to permitting and regulatory approvals. Minto follows an integrated approach to closure, factoring reclamation 
and closure requirements into mine design and operating plans. Integrated closure planning is a continuous process 
based on three key elements: 1) community engagement, 2) applied research and 3) progressive reclamation. 

Water treatment technologies In remote areas 
like Minto, semi-passive or passive water treatment 
systems have clear advantages over active systems 
like water treatment plants. Passive systems do 
not require power, equipment, chemicals or daily 
maintenance.	After	testing	different	systems,	 
Minto narrowed the focus to constructed wetlands. 

Cover material Waste rock dumps and the dry  
stack tailings facility will be covered with soil  
material at closure. Covers are designed to reduce 
water infiltration and promote revegetation. Minto 
investigated the type and amount of material 
available onsite and will use results to model 
expected performance of different cover designs.

Revegetation Quick establishment of grasses  
protects slopes and surfaces of mine facilities  
from erosion. One vegetation trial is complete  
on a covered area of the Main Waste Dump. 

Collaboration with selkirk First nation  
Minto and Selkirk First Nation collaborate  
through a bilateral technical working group. 

In 2016 the working group focused on  
development of closure water quality 
objectives, water treatment design and 
routing of water conveyance ditches. 

communIty enGAGement
Minto collaborates with community partners 
to gain insight into important local issues  
and support for closure plans.

ApplIed reSeArch
Applied research helps us test and refine our 
closure assumptions to better understand  
what will work best in our local environment. 

CLoSURE pLAnnIng In ACTIon AT MInTo

activities to reduce environmental  
liability and required financial guarantee:

•	 During	periods	of	reduced	surface	mining,	 
Minto personnel and equipment were 
redeployed to reshape waste rock dumps;

•	 After	stripping	overburden	from	new	pits,	 
the material is placed directly where it will  
be used as soil cover;

•	 Where	practical,	slope	angles	are	designed	to	
mimic the natural, undisturbed slopes around 
the mine site; and

•	 The	buttress	extension	known	as	the	Mill	Valley	
Fill	Extension	Stage	2	(MVFE2)	was	completed,	
and the Southwest Dump, parts of Main Waste 
Dump	Extensions	and	the	Mill	Valley	Fill	were	
reshaped to final closure requirements in 2016.

proGreSSIve reclAmAtIon 
Progressive reclamation takes advantage of the 
current workforce, equipment and materials on site 
and allows for closure measures to be monitored 
and maintained over a longer duration. 
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 applied research: A constructed wetland treatment system (cWtS) is being designed, evaluated and 
optimized as part of Minto’s reclamation and closure Plan. An on site demonstration scale cWtS was constructed 
in 2014 using local soil and plant species, and site water with similar chemistry to what is expected at closure.   
the long-term testing plan continued through 2016 and included water quality, soil and plant tissue sampling.

 applied research: completed vegetation trial on the Main Waste Dump. More research is  
planned on the natural progression of native species.

 progressive reclamation: MvFe2 is a structure built to further minimize the risk of slow creep  
movement in the foundation of the dry stack tailings facility. A detailed monitoring program is in  
place to measure MvFe2 performance and changes in permafrost foundation conditions over time.   
the program includes regular inspections by internal and external geotechnical engineers and  
measuring instrumentation including of 18 survey hubs, 6 piezometers, and 6 thermistors (shown here). 
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Topics in this section were determined to be moderately important in our materiality 
process. While we do not present performance data for these topics, we do manage 
them closely and regularly assess them for indications of increased materiality. 

Our Material Watchlist

labour/management relations

Why this MatteRs

Employees are one of our major stakeholder 
groups. Building and maintaining a productive  
relationship with our people is essential to  
productivity and employee engagement. For  
Capstone, this includes union and non-union  
employees.	Pinto	Valley	is	our	only	operation	 
with a collective bargaining agreement, which 
covers	71%	of	Pinto	Valley	employees.

hOW We Manage it

We are proactive in trying to understand the 
concerns of employees and communicate 
information about Capstone and our major 
activities. We encourage an open and honest 
management style at each of our offices and 
operations. We regularly communicate company 
and site-level objectives to the workforce as part  
of our performance management program.

We communicate and collect employee feedback 
through a variety of mechanisms across the  
organization, including “town hall” meetings with 
large groups, site newsletters and magazines, mass 
email communication, intranet message boards  
and collaborative forums, direct communication 
with supervisors and the installation of bulletin 
boards and television monitors throughout the 
organization to display important information. 

We use our internal intranet site to facilitate  
collaboration and share information across the  
organization. Our management team uses a blog  

to regularly communicate with the workforce  
and foster more timely communication and  
personal connections. 

emergency preparedness

Why this MatteRs

The inherent risks and hazards associated with  
mining may result in accidents or emergency  
situations that can affect our workforce, local com-
munities or the environment. When emergencies 
happen at mines, especially in remote locations,  
impacts on people and the surrounding environ-
ment can be serious. We prepare for worst-case 
scenarios through risk assessment and ensure  
sufficient training and resources are readily avail-
able. Our emergency preparedness practices  
consider a wide range of emergency scenarios  
that may arise at our operations, including major 
natural disasters, mine accidents and spills.

hOW We Manage it

Capstone’s EHS&S Policy directs us to maintain 
a high degree of emergency preparedness. Our 
operations have emergency response plans, which 
may have regulatory requirements and are reviewed 
annually. These plans link to our corporate crisis 
management plan; in the event of a serious  
incident, all our resources are triggered. We train 
our people for their roles and conduct regular  
exercises and drills to ensure we are prepared for 
any emergency. Some of the scenarios include 
emergency medical incidents, tailings-related  

scenarios, surface and underground rescue, firefighting 
and hazardous materials response. 

While the full workforce is included in general  
training, there is designation and special training of  
mine rescue personnel at each site. For Minto, in a 
remote location where emergency support is not 
immediately available, it is especially critical to build 
and	test	internal	expertise.	At	Pinto	Valley	and	Cozamin,	
where the local communities are in close proximity, the 
mines work with local emergency services as part of 
routine training and preparedness.

Compliance with laws and Standards

Why this MatteRs

Our employees, local communities, regulators and  
shareholders expect us to operate in compliance  
with the law and our Code of Conduct requires it.  
Compliance with the Code of Conduct is a condition  
of employment at Capstone. 

We reviewed environmental compliance in the Environ-
mental Compliance and Permitting section. This section 
covers compliance with non-environmental laws and 
regulations at both the corporate and site levels such  
as securities laws, financial reporting, resource reporting, 
health and safety, and human resources.

hOW We Manage it

We monitor changes and audit compliance. We also 
engage legal advisors and maintain membership in  
local mining and professional associations to keep 
abreast of changes in key regulations.

We have governance and review processes in place. Our 
Board	Audit	Committee	provides	oversight	on	financial	
reporting, ensures effective internal financial controls 
are in place and reviews compliance with these systems. 
Regular financial audits and reviews are conducted to 
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ensure compliance with applicable securities laws 
and key regulatory instruments. 

There were no fines or sanctions related to 
non-compliance with non-environmental legislation 
issued to our corporate entity, Cozamin or  
Minto.	During	routine	inspections,	Pinto	Valley	re-
ceived 80 citations for non-compliance with manda-
tory	Mine	Safety	and	Health	Administration	(MSHA)	
standards,	compared	to	67	in	2015.	All	citations	
were addressed to the inspectors’ satisfaction while 
they were on site. We continue to focus on key 
areas to support improvement including, work pro-
cedures,	training,	MSHA	compliance	and	increased	
internal audits and are starting to see improvements 
in foundational areas such as general housekeeping 
and workplace inspections. Our efforts are show-
ing	positive	results,	Pinto	Valley	saw	a	decrease	in	
the rate of recordable incidents resulting in days 
off	work	(DART)	from	4.03	in	2015	to	1.52	in	2016.		
This indicates the incidents that occurred were less 
serious.

Under	MSHA	regulations,	operators	have	the	
right to contest citations once the final inspection 
assessment	has	been	issued	by	MSHA.	Pinto	Valley	
successfully contested some of the 2016 citations 
for	a	decrease	in	severity.	As	a	result,	associated	
penalties	were	decreased.	The	MSHA	public	
registry of citations7, including amount of penalties, 
is adjusted with the results of the review process. 
In 2016, we paid US$111,234 related to 2015 and 
2016 citations.

anti-Corruption

Why this MatteRs

Corruption is the misuse of power by government 
officials or others for illegitimate private gain.  
Anti-corruption	refers	to	measures	to	avoid	 
incidents of bribery or fraud. Similar to operating  
in compliance with all aspects of the law, our  
stakeholders expect us to operate in an honest  

and ethical manner. Potential consequences of  
corruption include fines or penalties and repu-
tational	damage.	Local	communities	may	also	
be impacted when project benefits are not fairly 
distributed. This is a global concern for the mining 
industry.	An	increasing	number	of	jurisdictions	
are implementing legislation for increased trans-
parency in foreign business transactions. We are 
required to annually disclose payments made to 
public bodies in Canada and abroad under the 
Canadian	Extractive	Measures	Transparency	Act	
(ESTMA).	Our	audited	2016	ESTMA	report	is	 
available at capstonemining.com. 

hOW We Manage it

We	manage	Anti-corruption	by	instilling	this	as	 
a fundamental value in our work culture. Our  
Code of Conduct addresses requirements for 
ethical business and anti-bribery practices. Our 
employees are required to annually review the 
Code of Conduct and abide by it. Our Fraud 
Reporting and Investigation (Whistleblower)  
Policy is in place as a mechanism for reporting 
incidents of corruption or bribery. 

We	have	an	Anti-Bribery	Policy	that	applies	to	
Capstone employees and third parties including 
business partners, consultants and contractors 
interacting with government officials on our  
behalf. It addresses procedures for ensuring 
any payments and political and charitable 
contributions are made in the appropriate manner. 
We require all contractors to comply with our 
policies, including our Code of Conduct and the 
Anti-Bribery	Policy.

biodiversity

Why this MatteRs

Biodiversity (biological diversity) refers to the 
variety of species and ecosystems and the 
ecological processes they support. Mining impacts 

on habitat, wetlands and water quality could affect 
plants, fish or wildlife. Biodiversity is important 
for our stakeholders, especially those who live 
nearby or value the surrounding lands and natural 
resources and figures prominently in many regulatory 
requirements. The scope is limited to areas 
immediately impacted by the physical extent  
of operations.

hOW We Manage it

Our first step in biodiversity protection is to develop 
an understanding of the biodiversity in areas that 
could be affected by our operations. We conduct 
environmental baseline studies for the ecosystems 
that could be affected. These studies are required 
as part of the permitting process for planned 
expansions at our existing operations and proposed 
new development. 

Results of studies determine how we minimize, 
monitor and manage impacts on plants, wildlife 
and	their	habitat.	Pinto	Valley	conducted	baseline	
studies	in	2016	to	support	PV3	permitting	activities	
including special status species and wildlife surveys 
for the Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Southern Willow 
Flycatcher,	Arizona	Hedgehog	cactus	and	native	
bats.	Vegetation	characterization	included	wetland	
delineation on surrounding lands and the partially 
reclaimed Cottonwood Tailings Impoundment 
to help us understand plant species that have 
successfully re-established. 

Our biodiversity programs vary from site to site, 
but generally include wildlife awareness training 
for employees and contractors, conservation 
and management plans, and careful selection 
of vegetation for reclaimed areas. We check the 
effectiveness of our programs by monitoring wildlife, 
vegetation and water quality. In 2016 Cozamin used 
cameras triggered by wildlife movement to enhance 
wildlife monitoring. See the	Air	Quality	section	to	
learn more about Minto’s 2016 vegetation study. 

7 MSHA public registry arlweb.msha.gov/drs/drshome.htm

https://arlweb.msha.gov/drs/drshome.htm
https://arlweb.msha.gov/drs/drshome.htm
https://arlweb.msha.gov/drs/drshome.htm
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Sustainability-Report/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Sustainability-Report/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/responsibility/Sustainability-Report/default.aspx
https://arlweb.msha.gov/drs/drshome.htm
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ambient air quality
The quality of outdoor air in the immediate surrounding 
environment.

base metals
Metals that are not considered precious such as copper  
and zinc. 

brownfield exploration
Exploration that takes place at or near an existing mine.

Copper cathode
Copper that can be produced from a solvent extraction and 
electrowinning plant. The resulting, nearly pure copper, is  
an excellent conductor and often used in electrical wiring.

Copper concentrate
The product resulting from ore that has been concentrated 
through the milling process. It is composed of copper and 
minerals from the host rock, which have been mined and 
undergone primary processing. Most copper concentrate  
is sold directly to smelting/refining companies that process  
it into refined copper.

Cyclones
Machines used to deposit tailings in a way that builds up  
the dam crest and separates the fine and coarse particles  
of tailings.

Days away, Restricted or transferred (DaRt)
A	metric	used	by	the	Mine	Safety	and	Health	Administration	
(MSHA)	to	measure	the	rate	of	recordable	incidents	per	 
100 employees resulting in days away from work, working 
with restricted duties or transfer to another position within  
a calendar year.  Total number of recordable incidents 
resulting in days away, restricted duty or transfer  
* 200,000 / number of hours worked.

effluent
Waste or process water discharged to the environment.

ejido
In Mexico, lands held in the traditional system of land  
tenure of communal ownership with individual use.

greenfield exploration
Exploration that takes place in an area where there has  
been no previous mining activity.

heap leach
A	process	to	extract	precious	metals,	copper	and	uranium	
from ore, by placing them on a pad (a base) in a heap  
and sprinkling a leaching solvent such as acids over the 
heap. This process dissolves the metals, that collect at the 
bottom of the pad. The solution is then sent to a solvent 
extraction and electrowinning plant to process the copper 
in cathode.

international labour Organization (ilO) 
A	specialized	agency	of	the	United	Nations	that	sets	
international labour standards (including occupational  
health and safety), and promotes rights and decent  
work	opportunities.	The	ILO	promotes	dialogue	 
between governments, industry and workers’ 
representatives (ilo.org).

lagging indicators
Past health and safety incident statistics, including  
the number of reported incidents and the frequency  
and severity of injuries.

leading indicators
A	measure	intended	to	drive	activities	that	prevent	 
injuries, (e.g. quality of employee observations, number  
of training hours, number of equipment inspections).

Metal leaching/acid rock drainage
Acid	rock	drainage	refers	to	the	acidic	water	that	is	 
created when sulphide minerals are exposed to air and 
water and, through a natural chemical reaction, produce 
sulphuric acid. Elevated metal leaching is associated  
with acidic drainage due to high metal solubility and 
sulphide weathering rates under acidic conditions.

Overburden
Rock or soil lying over a mineral deposit.

Particulate matter
A	complex	mixture	of	solid	particles	and	liquid	droplets	
suspended in air. Particles differ in size, composition and 
origin and are typically described based on diameter or 
particle size. 

glossary
Piezometer 
An	instrument	placed	in	boreholes	to	monitor	pore-water	
pressure or depth of groundwater levels.

Risk Velocity
Measure of the speed that a scenario moves from initial 
cause to the point where impacts are felt. 

Reagents
A	substance	or	mixture	for	use	in	chemical	analysis	or	other	
reactions, such as those that occur in milling or  
water treatment.

significant energy use 
An	activity,	process,	system	or	piece	of	equipment	that	can	 
have a major impact on total energy use and performance.

sludge
The thick, soft, wet mud or a similar viscous mixture of 
liquids and solids resulting from an industrial or refining 
process, such as water treatment.

solvent extraction and electrowinning  
plant (sx/eW)
A	facility	where	a	two-stage	process	takes	place	on	 
solution produced from a heap leach.First copper ions  
are extracted from low-grade leach solutions into a solvent 
containing	a	chemical	that	selectively	binds	to	copper.	An	
electrolytic procedure is then used to deposit pure copper 
onto cathodes.

thermistor 
An	instrument	used	to	measure	ground	temperature.

total particulate matter
Total airborne particles or aerosols less than 100 microns  
in diameter. 

total suspended particles
The total amount of airborne particles or aerosols of  
various sizes. 

Waste rock
Non-economic rock that must be fractured and removed  
to gain access to ore.

http://www.ilo.org
http://www.ilo.org
http://www.ilo.org
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GrI G4 IndIcAtor deScrIptIon noteS / omISSIon pAGe
GenerAl StAndArd dIScloSureS

StrAteGy And AnAlySIS
G4-1 CEO Statement  2
orGAnIzAtIonAl profIle
G4-3 name of the organization  3
G4-4 Primary brands, products and services  3
G4-5 Location of organization’s headquarters  3
G4-6 number of countries where the organization operates  3
G4-7 nature of ownership and legal form  3
G4-8 Markets served  3
G4-9 Scale of the organization  3
G4-10 Employment overview  30
G4-11 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements  30
G4-12 Supply chain description  11
G4-13 Significant changes during the operating period In 2016 there were no significant changes, in size, structure or ownership. —
G4-14 Application of precautionary principle Capstone does not explicitly address the precautionary principle.  — 
  To learn more about the precautionary principle see The Rio Declaration on  
  Environment and Development, Principle 15, United nations (Un), 1992. 
G4-15 External charters, principles or initiatives none —
G4-16 Memberships of associations Capstone maintained the following memberships in 2016: European  – 
  Copper Institute and the Mining Association of British Columbia.
IdentIfIed mAterIAl topIcS And boundArIeS
G4-17 Entities included in financial statements Refer to Capstone’s 2016 Financial Statements, Page 9, note 1 Inside cover 
  (capstonemining.com/investors/financial-reporting/default.aspx)  
G4-18 Process for defining report content  9
G4-19 Material Topics identified  10
G4-20 Topic boundary within the organization  16
G4-21 Topic boundary outside the organization We have limited the topic boundary to the organization 9
G4-22 Restatements of information  See table footnotes —
G4-23 Significant changes from previous periods in scope or boundary no changes —
StAkeholder enGAGement
G4-24 List of stakeholders  8
G4-25 Basis for identification of stakeholders  7
G4-26 Approach to stakeholder engagement  7
G4-27 Key topics and concerns from stakeholder engagement  8

http://capstonemining.com/investors/financial-reporting/default.aspx
http://capstonemining.com/investors/financial-reporting/default.aspx
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GrI G4 IndIcAtor deScrIptIon noteS / omISSIon pAGe
GenerAl StAndArd dIScloSureS

report profIle
G4-28 Reporting period  Inside cover
G4-29 Date of most recent previous report 2015 —
G4-30 Reporting cycle Annual  Inside cover
G4-31 Contact point for questions on report  Back cover
G4-32 Concordance with GRI  Inside cover & this table
G4-33 Practice on external assurance  Inside cover
GovernAnce
G4-34 Governance structure  6
ethIcS And InteGrIty
G4-56 Description of organization’s values and standards  4

SpecIfIc StAndArd dIScloSureS
cAteGory: economIc performAnce
topIc: economic Impacts  (note: This material topic includes G4 topics of Economic    
 Performance and Indirect Economic Impacts. The G4 topic  
 “Market Presence” is covered under our material topic “Employment”.)
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  31
G4-EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed The US is the only country where we operate that is a candidate 31 
  country under the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI).  
  Countries that implement EITI are committed to ensure full disclosure of  
  taxes and other payments made by resource companies to governments.
G4-EC8 Significant indirect economic impacts  31
G4-EC9 Proportion of spending on local suppliers at significant locations of operation 31 
cAteGory: envIronmentAl
topIc: energy  (note: Our material topic of Energy includes energy-related GHG emissions.)
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  25
G4-En3 Energy consumption within the organization  25, 26
G4-En15 Direct Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions (Scope 1)  26
G4-En16 Indirect Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions (Scope 2)  26
G4-En18 Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Intensity  25
topIc: Water
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  23
G4-En8 Total water withdrawal by source  24
G4-En10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused  24
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GrI G4 IndIcAtor deScrIptIon noteS / omISSIon pAGe
SpecIfIc StAndArd dIScloSureS

cAteGory: envIronmentAl cnt’d
topIc: emissions (note: We call this topic “Air Quality”) 
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  32
G4-En21 Significant air emissions Dust (particulate emissions) are our most material air emissions 32  
  and are the only air emissions reported under this indicator.
topIc: effluents and Waste  (note: We call this “Mining Waste.” The G4 indicator “Total  
 number and Volume of Significant Spills” is covered under  
 our material topic “Environmental Compliance and Permitting.”)
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  21
G4-En24 Total number and volume of significant spills  19
MM3 Total amounts of overburden, rock, tailings and sludge  21 
 and their associated risks 
topIc: compliance (note: We call this topic “Environmental Compliance and Permitting”)
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  19
G4-En29 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of  20 
 non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental  
 laws and regulations 
cAteGory: lAbour prActIceS And decent Work
topIc: employment  
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  29
G4-EC6 Proportion of senior management and total workforce hired from  29, 30  
 the local community at significant locations of operation
G4-LA1 Total number and rates of new employee hires and employee  29 
 turnover by age group, gender and region
topIc: occupational health & Safety
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  17
G4-LA6 Type of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, We do not track absenteeism, occupational 18  
 and absenteeism, and total number of work-related fatalities, disease rate or data by gender.  
 by region and by gender.  
topIc: training & education (note: We call this material topic “Training and Development”) 
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  33
G4-LA11 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and  Employee category data not tracked. 34 
 career development reviews, by gender and by employee Reported by gender only. 
 category.  
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GrI G4 IndIcAtor deScrIptIon noteS / omISSIon pAGe
SpecIfIc StAndArd dIScloSureS

cAteGory: SocIety
topIc: local communities  (note: We call this material topic ”Community Impacts“)
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  27
G4-SO2 Operations with significant actual and potential negative  28 
 impacts on local communities 
MM6 number and description of significant disputes relating to land use,  28  
 customary rights of local communities and indigenous peoples 
topIc: closure planning 
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  35
MM10 number and percentage of operations with closure plans   35

WAtchlISt 
topIc: biodiversity
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  39
topIc: labour/management relations 
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  38
topIc: emergency preparedness
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach
topIc: compliance  (note: We call this material topic “Compliance with Laws and Standards”)
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  38
G4-SO8 Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions  39 
 for non-compliance with laws and regulations   
topIc: Anti-corruption
G4-DMA General Disclosure on Management Approach  39
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CauTionary noTe regarding foward-looKing informaTion

Certain statements in the report constitute “forward-looking information” within the 
meaning of Canadian securities legislation and “forward-looking statements” within 
the	 meaning	 of	 the	 United	 States	 Private	 Securities	 Litigation	 Reform	 Act	 of	 1995	
(collectively, “forward-looking statements”). These forward-looking statements are 
made as of the date of this document and the Company does not intend, and does not 
assume any obligation, to update these forward-looking statements, except as required 
under applicable securities legislation.

Forward looking statements in this report include, but are not limited to, statements 
relating to our sustainability goals and plans and our expectations regarding those 
goals and plans, as well as statements regarding the life of certain operations. Forward-
looking	statements	relate	to	future	events	or	future	performance	and	reflect	Company	
management’s expectations or beliefs regarding future events that management believe 
to be reasonable, though inherently uncertain and difficult to predict. Some forward 
looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “plans”, “expects” 
or “does not expect”, “is expected”, “outlook”, “guidance”, “budget”, “scheduled”,  
“estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, “anticipates” or “does not anticipate”, or 
“believes”, or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain actions, 
events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might” or “will be taken”, “occur” or “be 

achieved” or the negative of these terms or comparable terminology. In this document, 
certain forward-looking statements are identified by words including “may”, “future”, 
“expected”, “intends” and “estimates”. By their very nature forward-looking statements 
involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause 
the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially 
different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied 
by the forward- looking statements. Such factors include, among others, risks related to 
operational problems, regulatory action, changes in law or regulations, natural disaster 
or adverse weather conditions, accidents, changes in commodity prices, general 
business and economic conditions, and future operation and financial performance of 
the company generally and other risks of the mining industry as well as those factors 
detailed from time to time in the Company’s interim and annual financial statements and 
management’s	discussion	and	analysis	of	those	statements	and	the	Company’s	Annual	
Information Form, all of which are filed and available for review under the Company’s 
profile	on	SEDAR	at	www.sedar.com.	The	Company	provides	no	assurance	that	forward-
looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could 
differ	materially	from	those	anticipated	in	such	statements.	Accordingly,	readers	should	
not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.



Questions or feedback about this report?
please email: info@capstonemining.com 

or call: 604-684-8894 or toll-free 866-684-8894

Sustainable Thinking: innOVatiOn

Suite 2100 – 510 west georgia Street  
Vancouver, bC, Canada V6b 0m3
capstonemining.com  TSX:CS

mailto:info@capstonemining.com
http://capstonemining.com
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